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Plaintiff,

ARIEL QUIROS,
W ILLIAM  STENGER,

JAY PEAK , INC.,

Q RESORT ,S INC.,
JAY PEAK HOTEL SUITES L.P.,
JAY PEAK HO TEL SUITES PH ASE 11 L.P.,

JAY PEAK M ANAGEM ENT, INC.,
JAY PEAK PENTHOUSE SUITES L.P.,

JAY PEAK GP SERVICES, INC.,
JAY PEAK  GOLF AND M OUNTAIN SUITES L.P.,

JAY PEAK GP SERVICES GO LF, INC.,

JAY PEAK LODGE AND TOW NHO USES L.P.,
JAY PEAK GP SERVICES LODG ,E INC.,

JAY PEAK HO TEL SUITES STATESIDE L.P.,

JAY PEAK G P SERVICES STATESIDE, INC.,

JAY PEAK BIOM EDICAL RESEARCH PARK L.P.,

AnC B1O VERM ONT GP SERVICES, LLC,

Defendants, and

JAY CONSTRUCTION M ANAGEM ENT. INC.,

G Sl OF DADE COUNTY, lN C.,
NORTH EAST CONTM CT SERVICES, INC.,

Q BURKE M OUNTAIN RESORT, LLC,

Relief Defendants.

PLAINTIFF SECURITIES AND EXCHANG E COM M ISSION'S EM ERG ENCY

M OTION AND M EM OR ANDUM  OF LAW  FO R TEM POM RY
RESTRM NING ORDER. ASSET FREEZE. AND OTHER RELIEF

1. INTRODUCTION

This is an em ergency action the Com mission is bringing to stop an ongoing, m assive

eight-year fraudulent scheme in which the M iami owner and the chief executive of a Vermont
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ski resort have systematically looted at least $50 million of the more than $350 million the

Defendants have raised from hundreds of foreign investors through the U.S. Citizenship and

lmmigration Selwice's EB-5 lmmigrant lnvestor Program. The fraudulent scheme spans seven

limited partnership securities offelings a11 comlected to Jay Peak, lnc., a Venuont ski resort that

is wholly owned by Miami-based Q Resorts, lnc., which in tulm is owned by Miami businessman

Ariel Quiros. Quiros and W illiam Stenger, the president and CEO of Jay Peak, are primarily

responsible for the fraudulent scheme.

Among other things, Quiros, Stenger, and the companies they nm that have overseen the

development and construction of the Jay Peak resort have misused more than $200 million -

more than half of a11 money raised from investors. Quiros orchestrated and Stenger facilitated an

intricate web of transfers between the various Defendants and Relief Defendants to disguise the

fact that the majority of the seven projects were either over budget or experiencing shortfalls.

These shortfalls were due in large part to Quiros pilfering tens of millions of dollars of investor

money for his own use.

Since 2008, Quiros has misappropriated more than $50 million in investor money to,

among other things: (1) tinance his purchase of the Jay Peak resort; (2) back a personal line of

credit to pay his income taxes; (3) purchase a luxury condominium; (4) pay taxes of a company

he owns; and (5) buy an unrelated resort. He improperly used additional investor funds to pay

down and pay off margin loans, including paying nearly $2.5 million of margin interest, he set

up in the name of the Defendant companies through the Coral Gables oftice of a brokerage firm .

The EB-5 investm ent program gives foreign investors the chance to earn perm anent

residence in the United States through investing in U.S. projects that create a certain number of

jobs. Quiros, Stenger, and the other Defendants made and continue to make numerous

m isrepresentations and m aterial omissions to these foreign investors. Am ong them are telling

investors the Defendants will only use investor money to finance the specific project to which

each investor contributes. The Defendants have further assured investors that Stenger, the Jc

facto general partner for the first six projects, had control of investor ftmds. ln reality, Stenger

extremely recklessly has ceded control of investor funds to Quiros. He has done almost nothing

to manage investor money, even when confronted with red flags of Quiros' misuse.

The first six projects for which the Defendants raised money are a11 part of a ski resort

and accompanying facilities located near Jay, Vermont. The most recent project, for which the
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Defendants continue to raise money f'rom unwitting investors, purports to be for a nearby $ 1 l 0

m illion biom edical research center that the Detkndants have operated as nearly a com plete fraud.

The offering documents the Defendants are providing to investors in that project are rife with

m aterial misstatem ents and omissions. These include bogus claim s that the Defendants are in the

process of obtaining Food and Dnlg Administration approval for the research center's products.

ln reality, the Defendants have not undertaken the necessary steps to begin the lengthy and

cumbersome process of getting FDA approval. Further exacerbating their misstatements, the

Defendants have baselessly projected hundreds of millions of dollars in revenue from the

research center - projections based on FDA approval they have done virtually nothing to obtain

and on developing products at facilities that are nowhere close to being built.

As a result, although the Defendants have raised alm ost three-quarters of the m oney for

the research facility, they have done alm ost no work on it other than site preparation and ground-

breaking, and are years behind their original construction and revenue schedule. Quiros has

secretly used most of the money raised for the research facility's construction to pay off and pay

down a margin loan and to misappropriate approximately $30 million for his own use. As a

consequence of the Defendants' systematic misuse of investor funds from the various Jay Peak

projects, there is little money left in any of the research facility's accounts to pay for its

construction. Similarly the sixth project, pal4 of the ski resort, is nowhere near completion and

out of money. lnvestors in both projects, who contributed $500,000 each, are in grave danger of

losing their investments and having their immigration petitions denied.

The Defendants apparently are hoping to fund remaining construction of the sixth and

seventh projects by siphoning anticipated protits from the ski resort - which properly belong to

earlier investors - and through ongoing efforts to raise m oney from new investors. This includes

seeking investors in the biomedical researeh facility, in an eighth EB-5 offering at the nearby Q

Burke Mountain Resort, and in still additional EB-5 projects Quiros is attempting to start. The

Defendants continue to travel to Asia and South America, among other overseas destinations, to

attem pt to raise funds.

Through their conduct, the Defendants have each violated Section 17(a) of the Securities

Act of 1933 (iûsecurities Act''), and Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 of the Securities Exchange Act

of 1934 (ûtExchange Act''). ln addition, Quiros violated Section 20(a) of the Exchange Act and

he and Q Resorts aided and abetted violations of Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5(b) of the
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Exchange Act. The Comm ission brings this motion to seek the specitie em ergency relief set

forth in Section XII below, including tem porary restraining orders and asset freezes against

certain Defendants and Relief Defendants. Simultaneously, we are bringing a separate m otion

seeking appointm ent of a Receiver to further protect investors.

Il. DEFENDANTS AND RELIEF DEFENDANTS

A. Defendants

Jay Peak is a Vermont corporation with its principal place of business in Jay, Vennont.

Ex. 1, Jay Peak Vermont Corporate Filing. Jay Peak operates the Jay Peak Resort in Jay,

Vennont, which encompasses the tirst six projects for which the Defendants raised money. Ex.

2, Stateside Phase VI Private Placement Memorandum (''PPM ''), at, e.g., JPI 4530, 4543-44.

Jay Peak, in conjunction with others, has served as the manager or developer of the projects. 1d.,.

Ex. 3, Suites Phase 1 PPM  at JP1 1587 and 1597,. Ex. 4, Hotel .l#Ctz.çC 11 PPM  at JP1 1 776,. Ex.

5, Penthouse Phase I11 PPM  at JPI 1977-1979 and 2046,. Ex. 6,. Golf and Mountain Phase 1 P'

PPM  at JPI 30623 and 30689,. Ex. 7, Lodge and Townhouses Phase Pr PPM  at Pages 13, 3l,

81, and 86 of3l0.

Q Resorts is a Delaware corporation with its offices in Miami, Florida. fx. 8, Q Resorts

Delaware Corporate Filing; Ex. 9, Q Resorts Vermont Corporate Filing. Q Resorts is the 100

percent owner of Jay Peak, and Quiros is the sole owner, officer and director of Q Resorts.

10, Quiros Testimony, Vol. 1 at 70 L.l4 to 71 L.3; Ex. 9. Q Resorts acquired Jay Peak from a

Canadian finn in 2008, and Quiros has since overseen the valious Jay Peak projects through Q

Resorts. fx. ll, Lama Dec. at !# and Ex. A,' Ex. 10 at Ex. 10 at 53 L.9 to 55 L.2, 57 1,.20 to 59

L.15, 60 L.l6 to 61 L.1, 70 L.14 to 73 L.2l, 108 L.12 to 109 L.21, 128 1,.9-23, and 70 L.14 to 71

L.3,. Ex. 65, Carpenter Declaration, at !(!I&tî and 15,. Ex. 86, Nov. 1l, 2013 emailh'om Kelly to

Quiros; Ex. 87, Dec. 3, 2015 email #om Quiros to Kelly; Ex. 88, Composite emails between

Kelly and Quiros.

Quiros, 58, resides in Key Biscayne, Flolida. Ex. 12, ptfjrtp5' Background Questionnaire,

at !(% ln addition to being the sole owner, ofticer and director of Q Resorts, he is chainnan of

Jay Peak. fx. 10 at 70 L. 14 to 71 L.3; Ex. 30, Dee Declaration, at Ex. TT at RJA-Quiros-3306-

Through those two companies, Quiros controlled each of the Defendant general and limited

partnerships. Ex. 10 at 53 L.9 to 55 L .2, 57 L.20 to 59 L. 15, 60 L. 16 to 61 L . 1, 70 L. 14 to 73

He is a principal of the general partner of the Jay
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Peak Biomedical limited partnership offeling, which is the seventh and most recent project

offering. #x. 13, Quiros Testimony Vol. IL at 268 L.18-20. Between February and April 201 1,

Quiros served on the board of directors of Bioheart, lnc., a publicly-traded company. fx. 82,

Feb. 9, 2011 8-Kfor Bioheart; Ex. 83, April l8, 2011 S'-Kfor Bioheart.

Stenger, 66, resides in Newport, Vennont. Ex. l4, Stenger Background Questionnaire,

at 2. Stenger is the Director, President, and CEO of Jay Peak. Ex. 1,' Ex. 32, Stenger Testimony

Vol. L at 18 L.2-4. He is the president and director of the general partner of the first Jay Peak

project offering, and is the sole officer or director of the general partner of the second through

sixth offerings. Ex. l5, Jay Peak M anagement Vermont Corporate Filing; Ex. 16 Jay Peak GP

Services Vermont Corporate Filing; Ex. l 7,. Jay Peak GP s'crw'cc.ç Golf Vermont Corporate

Filing; Ex. l8, Jay Peak GP Services Lodge Vermont Corporate Filing; Ex. l9, Jay Peak GP

Services Stateside Vermont Corporate Filing. A1l six offerings were set up as lim ited

partnerships. Exs. 15-19. Stenger is, along with Quiros, a principal in the Jay Peak Biomedical

general partner. fx. Jp, Stenger Testimony Vol. IL at 410 L. 7-15.

Jay Peak Hotel Suites L.P. (tssuites Phase 15') is a Vermont limited partnership with its

principal place of business in Jay, Venuont. Ex. 21, Suites Phase I Vermont Corporate Filing.

Between December 2006 and M ay 2008, Suites Phase I raised $17.5 million from 35 investors

through an EB-5 offering of limited partnership interests to build a hotel. Fx. J at JP1 l5l 7,' Ex.

22, Pieciak Declaration, at !& The hotel is completed and operating. Ex. 20 at 280 1..20-22.

Jay Peak Hotel Suites Phase 11 L.P. (ttl-lotel Phase 1135) is a Vermont limited partnership

with its principal place of business in Jay, Vermont. Ex. 23, Hotel Phase 11 Vermont Corporate

Filing. Between M arch 2008 and January 20l 1, Hotel Phase 11 raised $75 million from l 50

investors through an EB-5 offering of limited partnership interests to build a hotel, an indoor

water park, an ice rink, and a golf club house. Ex. 22 at !é,' #x. 4 at JP1 1 718-19 and 1 730.

Construction on a11 is complete and they are operating. Ex. 20 at 285 L.11-l 7.

Jay Peak M anagem ent, Inc. is a Vermont corporation which is the general partner of

Suites Phase l and Hotel Phase Il. Exs.2l and 23,. Ex. 24, Jay Peak M anagement Vermont

Corporate Filing. lt is also a wholly-owned subsidiary of Jay Peak. #x. 3 at JPI 1528. Stenger

is the company's president. fx. J4.

Jay Peak Penthouse Suites L.P. (ûûpenthouse Phase a Vermont limited

partnership with its principal place of business in Jay, Venuont. Ex. 25, Penthouse Phase 111

5
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Vermont Corporate Filing. Between July 20l 0 and October 2012, Penthouse Phase 111 raised

$32.5 million from 65 investors through an EB-5 offering of limited partnership interests to build

a 55-unit ûtpenthouse suites'' hotel and an activities center, including a bar and restaurant. Ex. 22

at !J4) Fx. J at JPI 1977 and 1989-1990. Construction is complete and the facilities are

operating. Fx. 20 at 3l4 1,.22 to 3l5 L.1.

Jay Peak GP Services, lnc. is a Vermont cop oration and the general partner of

Penthouse Phase 111. fx. l6. Stenger, listed as the director, is its only principal. 1d.

Jay Peak Golf and M ountain Suites L.P. (;$Go1f and Mountain Phase lV'') is a Vermont

limited partnership with its principal place of business in Jay, Vermont. Fx. 26, Gt/#- and

M ountain Phase IV Vermont Corporate Filing. Between Decem ber 2010 and November 201 l ,

Golf and M ountain Phase IV raised $45 million from 90 investors through an EB-5 offering of

limited partnership interests to build ttgolf cottage'' duplexes, a wedding chapel, and other

facilities. Ex. 22 at 5:,. fx. 6 at JP1 30621 and 30633-34. Constnlction is complete, and the

facilities are operating. Fx. 20 at 329 1..24 to 330 L. 7.

Jay Peak GP Services Golf, lnc. is a Verm ont corporation and the general partner of

Golf and M ountain Phase lV . fx. 1 7. Stenger, listed as the director, is its only principal. 1d.

Jay Peak Lodge and Townhouses L.P. Cstaodge and Townhouses Phase V'') is a

Vermont limited partnership with its principal place of business in Jay Vermont. Fx. J7, Lodge

and Townhouses Phase V Vermont Corporate Filing. Between M ay 201 1 and Novem ber 2012,

Lodge and Townhouses Phase V raised $45 million from 90 investors through an EB-5 offering

of limited partnership interests to build 30 vacation rental townhouses, 90 vacation rental

cottages, a café, and a parking garage. Ex. 22 at !<,' Fx. 7 at 11 and 22-24 of310. Construction

is complete and the facilities are operating. Sx. 20 at 337 L.11 to 338 L.3.

Jay Peak GP Services Lodge, lnc. is a Verm ont corporation and the general partner of

Lodge and Townhouses Phase V . Ex. l8. Stenger, listed as the director, is its only principal. 1d.

Jay Peak Hotel Suites Stateside L.P. (ûtstateside Phase V1'') is a Vermont limited

partnership with its principal place of business in Jay, Verm ont. #x. 28, Stateside Phase VI

Vermont Corporate Filing. Between October 201 1 and December 2012, Stateside Phase V1

raised $67 million from 134 investors through an EB-5 offering of limited partnership interests to

build an 84-unit hotel, 84 vacation rental cottages, a guest recreation center, and a m edical

center. Fx. JJ at !(!é' and l4. Although the Stateside Phase Vl offeling was fully subscribed, the
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Defendants have only built the hotel. 1d. at 1./#. A small amount of work has been done on

building the cottages and work has not yet begun on the recreation and m edieal centers. 1d. at

51120-20.

Jay Peak GP Services Stateside, Inc. is a Venuont corporation and the general partner

of Stateside. Ex. l9. Stenger, listed as the director, is its only principal. 1d.

Jay Peak Biomedical Research Park L.P. (tiBiomedical Phase Vll'') is a Vennont

limited partnership with its prindpal place of business in Newport, Verm ont. Ex. 29, Biomedical

Phase VI1 Vermont Corporatc Filing. Since November 2012, Biomedical Phase V11 has raised

approximately $83 million from 166 investors through an EB-5 offering of limited partnership

interests to constnlct a biomedical research facility. Ex. 22 at !/,. #x. Jp at N J. Other than site

preparation and groundbreaking, no work has been done on the facility. fx. JJ at N J. The

Defendants seek to raise approximately another $27 million from 54 investors, which, because of

the misuse and m isappropriation of funds, will not be enough to tinance construction of the

research facility. fx. 30 at $:4,. Ex. 22 at IJJ.

AnC Bio Verm ont GP Services, LLC is a Venuont limited liability company and the

general partner of Biomedical Phase V ll. 31, AnC Bio Vermont GP Services Vermont

Corporate Filing. lts managing members are Quiros and Stenger. Ex. 13 at 268 L .18-20,. Ex. 20

at 410 L . 7-15.

B. Relief Defendants

Jay Construction Management, Inc. (t$JCM'') is a Vennont corporation with its offices

in Miami, Flolida, at the same address as Q Resorts. Ex. 33, JCM  Vermont Corporate Filing;

Ex. 34, JCM  2015 Annual Report, at 1. As of March 16, 2016, its status is listed as terminated.

Ex. 35, JCM Updated Vermont Corporate Filing. Quiros is the sole officer and director of JCM.

Exs. 33 and 34, Ex. 10 at 202 L. 14 to 203 L.8. Quiros funneled more than $ 160 million of

investor funds from several projects through JCM and its bank accounts, and entered into

contracts with outside vendors for construction of some of the Jay Peak projects. Fx. 30 at !(IkJ 7,

39, 45, and 59. He also used m isused tens of millions of dollars of the funds JCM  received. f#.

at !!5p-52 and 56-58. Quiros controlled JCM 'S bank accounts. Ex. 10 at 202 L.14 to 203 L.8,.

Ex. 30 at Ex. TT W ithout any legitimate basis, JCM  received investors' proceeds em anating

from the Defendants' securities fraud.

GSl of Dade County, Inc. (tiGSl'') is a Florida corporation with its oftices in Miami at
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the same address as Q Resorts and JCM. Fx. 36, GS1 Florida Corporate Filing. Quiros is the

owner and sole ofticer and director of GSI. Ex. 35,. Ex. 12 at !./:,. Ex. 3 7, Kelly Testimony, at 52

1..22-25. GS1 received more than $13 million of investor money emanating f'rom Biomedical

Phase Vl1 investor funds. Fx. 30 at !54.9, 52-53. W ithout any legitimate basis, GS1 received

investors' proceeds em anating from the Defendants' secudties fraud.

North East Contract Services, LLC (ûtNortheast'') is a Florida limited liability company

formed in February 20l 3 and headquartered in W eston, Florida. fx. 38, Northeast Florida

Corporate Filing. Northeast acts as project manager for Biomedical Phase V1l. fx. J#,

Agreement with Northeast. W illiam Kelly, who is Jay Peak's COO and a longtime business

associate of Quiros, is the managing plincipal of Northeast. Ex. 37 at 53 L.l-5; Ex. 40, Kelly

Background Questionnaire, at :76. Northeast received at least $7.9 million of Biomedical Phase

V1l investor funds (in turn, Northeast paid approximately $5.5 million of these funds to GSI) for

purported supervision fees on approximately $47 million of expenses that JCM purportedly was

going to pay on behalf of Biomedical Phase Vl1. Ex. 30 at SJJ; fx. 7l, Invoicesh'om JCM . Ex.

75, Invoicesh'om Northeast. ln reality, the Defendants paid less than $ l 0 million of Biomedical

Phase Vll expenses with the approximately $47 million JCM received from Biomedical Phase

Vll. #x. 30 at !!J9-4W. Quiros misused and misappropriated the vast majolity of the remaining

more than $37 million of Biomedical Phase V1l investor funds that JCM received. fx. 30 at

!!J#-O . Hence, Northeast received construction supelwision fees for work that was not

performed. 1d. at j/p and FN47. W ithout any legitimate basis, Northeast received investors'

proceeds em anating from the Defendants' securities fraud.

Q Burke M ountain Resort, LLC (:ûQ Burke'') is a Florida limited liability company

fonned in April 2012 and headquartered in Miami at the same address as Q Resorts. Ex. 4l, Q

Burke Florida Corporate Filing. Quiros is the managing principal of Q Burke. 1d. Q Burke is

also the owner of the Burke M ountain Resort located in East Burke, Vermont, which is the site

of another EB-5 offering that Quiros is promoting called Q Burke Mountain Resort. Ex. 3% Ex.

73, Q Burke Annual Report at 1,' Ex. 74, Q Burke EB-5 Offering PPM . Ex. 22 at 1156-1'.

described below, Quiros improperly used approximately $7 million from a margin loan backed

by investor funds to purchase Q Burke. Ex. 30 at :4*. He subsequently used approximately

$18.2 million of Biomedical Phase Vl1 investor ftmds as pa14 of the $l9 million pay off of this

margin loan. 1d. at !l4'. W ithout any legitimate basis, Q Burke received investors' proceeds
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em anating from the Defendants' securities fraud.

111. CO NNECTIO NS TO SOUTH FLO RIDA

This Coul't has personal jurisdiction over the Defendants and venue is proper in the

Southelm District of Florida for several reasons. Q Resorts, which owns Jay Peak and as a result

oversees the Jay Peak projects, is located in Miami. fx. #; Ex. 10 at 70 L. 14 to 71 L.3. Quiros,

who orchestrated the fraudulent scheme and through Q Resorts controls the general partner and

limited partnerships in a11 Jay Peak offerings, resides and works in the Miami area. Ex. 12 at !&

Ex. 10 at 53 L.9 to 55 L.2, 57 1,.20 to 59 L.15, 60 L. 16 to 61 L .l, 70 L. 14 to 73 L.2l, l08 L.l2 to

109 L .21, and l28 L .9-23,. Ex. 42, Burstein Testimony, at 22, 71, 91-93, and 105,' Ex. 13 at 203.

Stenger and the other Jay Peak employees a11 take direction from Quiros. Exs. 86-88,. Ex. 10 at

and l28 1..9-23,. Ex. 42 at 22, 71, 91-93, and 105. Several of the companies through which

Quiros orchestrated the fraud and through which he funneled money, including JCM, GSI,

Northeast, and Q Burke, are located in South Florida. Exs. 33-34, 36-38, and 39-41.

ln addition, the Raymond James & Associates, lnc. (ûlRaymond James'') account

executive and brokerage oftice through which Quiros opened the Raymond James accounts used

to perpetrate the fraud were located in Coral Gables, Florida. Ex. 42 at 13 L.21-24 and 16 L.l1-

23. While investor money was first deposited in an escrow account for each project at a

Verm ont bank, it was soon after transferred to a corresponding Raymond Jam es account through

the brokerage oftice located in Coral Gables. 11 at !(N 4-Z#,' Ex. 30 at 110. Quiros and

Stenger had num erous comm unications with the Raymond Jam es broker located in Coral Gables,

including emails, letters, wires, and telephone calls. Fx. 11 at !!J./4-Z# and accompanying

Exhibits.

Furthennore, Kelly, Jay Peak's COO, is located in South Florida. Ex. 3 7 at 11 L .23 to 12

L.2l. Other key Jay Peak employees spent sir ificant time in South Florida during the tim e

peliod alleged in this Complaint. Fx. 37 at 12 L .10-21, 97 L. 7 to 98 L. 7, 124 L.l to 125 L.21,

and 39 L .23 to 40 L.5. A number of investors who received green cards also have settled in the

Southern District, including at least 22 investors in Hotel Phase l1, eight in Penthouse Phase 111,

19 in Golf and Mountain Phase 1V, 1 l in Lodge and Townhouses Phase V, l 7 in Stateside Phase

V1, and seven in Biom edical Phase V1l. Composite Exhibit 8l, Jay Peak Investor Lists.
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lV. THE EB-5 PROGR AM

Congress created the EB-5 lmm igrant lnvejtor Pror am in 1990 in an effort to boost the
% ,

econom y. Fx. 3 at JP1 1532. The Program provides a prospective imm igrant with the

opportunity to become a perm anent resident by investing in the U.S. 1d. To qualify for an EB-5

visa, a foreign applicant must invest $500,000 or $1 million (depending on the type of

investment) in a commercial enteprise approved by the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration

Service (ûtlmmigration Service''). 1d. Once he or she has invested, the foreign applicant may

apply for a conditional green card, which is good for two years. fJ. at JPI 1533. lf the

investment creates or preserves at least ten jobs during those two years, the foreign applicant

may apply to have the conditions removed f'rom his or her green card. fJ. at JP1 1538. The

applicant can then live and work in the U.S. pennanently. 1d.

A certain number of EB-5 visas are set aside for prospective immigrants who invest

through what is known as a Regional Center. An applicant only has to invest $500,000 if he or

she invests through a Regional Center. Ex. 3 at JP1 1532. The State of Vennont EB-5 Regional

Center has been a federally-designated Regional Center since 1997. Ex. 22 at !J,' Ex. 3 at JPI

Prospective imm igrants investing through the Verm ont Regional Center only have to

invest $500,000. Ex. 22 at $4,. #x. 3 at JP1 1582. As the Regional Center, the state has

approved all EB-5 projects within the state and has entered into a memorandum of understanding

with the issuers of EB-5 projects, including Jay Peak. Fx. JJ at !4. The Vermont Agency of

Comm erce and Com munity Developm ent has, until recently, adm inistered the state's EB-5

program. f#. at !J. The Venuont Division of Financial Regulation now shares that

responsibility with the Agency. 1d.

V . THE JAY PEAK  EB-5 O FFERING S

Jay Peak began offering and selling securities in the fonn of limited partnership interests

in December 2006. fx. JJ at 5:. Since that time it has raised more than $350 million from more

than 700 investors from at least 74 countlies in seven separate offerings. f#.; Ex. 30 at :././. The

individual offerings are set forth in Section 11 above. W hile Biomedical Phase Vll involves

construction of the biom edical research facility, the tirst six limited partnership offerings have

centered around a ski resort and related facilities, such as hotels, lodges, condom inium s,

recreation and m eeting facilities, and restaurants and cafes. 1d.

Jay Peak has m arketed its EB-5 limited partnership interests and solicited investors in a

10
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variety of ways - through its website, intennediaries who have prom oted the investm ents,

imm igration attorneys with interested clients, and overseas meetings and sem inars with

prospective investors. Ex. 22 at %10,. Ex. 43, Ledezma Declaration, at lll and 5,' Ex.44, Solarte

Declaration, at IIJ,' Ex. 45, Wattanamano Declaration, at !gJ,' Ex. 46, Champion Declaration, at

:J,. #x. 47, Figueiredo Declaration, at !J!2-J,. Ex. 48, Hinestrosa Declaration, at !J,' fx. 4#,

Mackechine Declaration, at !J,' Fx. 5p, Frazer Declaration, at IIJ-J,' fx. 5l, Daccache

Declaration, at !J,' Ex. 52, Silva Declaration, at !!J-J,' Fx. JJ, Leouerica Declaration, at !J.

For example, Jay Peak has routinely attended events overseas where com pany

representatives, including Stenger, have spoken and met with prospective investors. Ex. 22 at !J;

In addition, Jay Peak has sponsored booths and spoken at im migration-related conferences and

events, both in the U.S. and abroad. Fx. JJ at !././,. Ex. 20 at 406 L. 16 to 407 L .2. Stenger has

met in person with about 95 percent of the investors in the Jay Peak projects, and Quiros in

recent years also has attended Jay Peak meetings with investors and answered their

questions. Ex. 20 at 3l6 1,.22 to 31 7 L. l and 319 L 10 to 16,. Ex. 13 at 27l L . 7 to 275 L.3.

W hile foreign residents are interested in investing to obtain their pennanent green cards,

they also are interested in achieving a return on their investment. Ex. 46 at :5:-7,. Fx. 5p at :9.

Stenger has told investors he anticipated the individual projects would each make a two to six

percent annual return once they were each complete and operating. Ex. 50 at !#. ln addition, the

offering m aterials the Defendants provided to investors have touted their potential returns. fx.

J#, Patel Declaration, at Ex. A; Ex. 55, Nesbitt Declaration, at Ex. B (74). For example, one

Stateside investor received inform ation from Jay Peak in the Stateside Phase V1 offering

materials stating that once the project is complete, investors will realize up to a six percent

annual retulm. Ex. 54 at Ex. -d. A Biom edical Phase VI1 investor received m atelials stating a

t'ive percent annual return is expected. Ex. 55 at Ex. B. Other Biom edical Phase V1l investors

also received offering documents touting a four to six percent annual retunz once the project is

built. Ex. 55 at Ex. xd (456),. Ex.44 at T./t).

Interested investors in each of the partnerships generally put down a $ 10,000 deposit,

which goes towards their $500,000 investment. Ex. 43 at !J,' Ex. 45 at :7,. fx. 55 at 1/,. Ex. 54

at !7,. Ex. 52 at !#. The investors then nonually receive from Jay Peak, and often from Stenger,

offering m aterials that consist of a private placement m emorandum , a business plan, and a

lim ited partnership agreem ent. Exs. 2-7,. Ex. 56, Biomedical Phase V11 PPM ; Ex. 57, Biomedical
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Phase V11 Revised PPM

Am ong the docum ents included in each business plan is one showing the cost of each

project and the use of investor ftmds. Ex. 3 at JP1 1579,. Ex. 4 at JPI 1 762,. Ex. 5 at JP1 2023,.

Ex. 6 at JP1 30667,. Ex. 7 at 60 V  310,. Ex. 2 at JP1 45 7% Ex. 56 at AnC Bio 68,. Ex. 5 7 at AnC

Bio 6743. Given different titles, such as tssource and Use of lnvestor Funds'' (Suites Phase 1),

ûûprojected Sources and Uses of Funds'' (Biomedical Phase Vl1), or tûlnvestor Funds Source and

Application'' (Penthouse Phase 111), this use of proceeds document lists in great detail exactly

how Jay Peak and/or the lim ited partnership intend to spend all investor funds raised, including

on land acquisition, site preparation, and construction. 1d. The use of proceeds docum ent also

lists the management contribution in each offering, and how Jay Peak or the limited partnership

will spend that money. 1d. The docum ent also spells out exactly how m uch in constnlction,

m anagement, land, or other fees Jay Peak and the general partner are entitled to take from

investor m oney in each offering.

So, for example, in Suites Phase 1, the docum ent entitled ûûsource and Use of lnvestor

Funds'' shows the project raising $ 17.5 million from investors to pay for the project. Ex. 3 at JPI

The costs are then broken down as $10.4 million for construction, $1.6 million for

operating systems and equipment, $800,000 for utilities and common areas, $ l .8 million for

purchase of the land, approximately $600,000 for contingencies, and approximately $400,000 for

working capital. f#. Upon completion of the project, Jay Peak is entitled to take $ l .9 million in

developer fees, for a total of $17.5 million. f#.

An additional pal4 of the offering matelials is the limited partnership agreem ent in each

project, which spells out the rights, obligations and responsibilities of the general partner for

each project as well as the limited partners (investors). Fx. J at JP1 1638-1673,. Ex. 4 at JP1

l 793-182% Ex. 5 at JP1 2069-2103,. Ex. 6 at JPI 30727-30763,. Ex. 7 at 115-148 of310; Ex. 2 at

JP1 4634-4668,. Ex. 56 at AnC Bio ln each project

through Stateside Phase V1, the general partner is an entity in which Stenger is the sole principal.

Exs. 15-19. ln Biomedical Phase V1I, Stenger and Quiros are both principals in the general

partner. Ex. 13 at 268 L.18-20,' Ex. 20 at 4l0 L. 7-15.

Among other key provisions, each lim ited partnership agreem ent - which a11 investors

either signed or adopted - contains several provisions regarding how Jay Peak and the general

partner can use investor money. Generally, each lim ited partnership agreem ent prevents the
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general partner from , without consent of the lim ited partners: borrowing from or

commingling investor funds; (2) acquiring any property with investor f'unds that does not belong

to the limited partnership; or (3) mortgaging, conveying or encumbering partnership property

that was not real property. Ex. 3 at JPI 1655-56 (Section 5.02),. Ex. 4 at JP1 1811 (Section 5.023,'

Ex. 5 at JP1 2084-85 (Section 5. 023,. Ex. 6 at JP1 30744-45 (Section 5. 02.),. Ex. 7 at 131 of 3l0

(Section 5. 023,. Ex. 2 at JPI 4650-51 (Section 5. 02.),. Ex. 56 at AnC Bio 101-102 (Sec. 5. 023,. Ex.

57at AnC Bio 6782-83 (Sec. 5.02.). Ex. 76, Maccordy Declaration, at !!#-./p, 12-19, and 24-25.

described in detail throughout the rest of this motion, the Defendants routinely

violated these provisions when they m isused, misappropriated, and com mingled investor funds

from the different projects. lnstead of using investor funds as described in the use of proceeds

documents, the Defendants frequently had investor ftm ds tlowing in a circular and roundabout

manner am ong various accounts and entities, which allowed them to m isuse and misappropriate

investor funds. Fx. 30 at !(%

Stenger reviewed, was responsible for, and had authority over, the contents of the

offering documents in Phases 1-Vl, including the limited partnership agreem ents and the use of

proceeds docum ents. Ex 20 at 472 L.4 to 473 L.4, 474 L.10-19, 475 L.8-18, 475 L .23 to 476 L.4,

477 L. 13 to 478 L.4, and 478 L.16 to 479 L.l. Moreover, Quiros reviewed the contents of the

Phase 1-V1 offering documents, was fam iliar with them , and understood he had to abide by them .

fx. 13 at 342 L.1 to 343 L.16 and 420 L.l 7 to 421 L.2. He also approved the use of proceeds

document in Phases 1l1-V1. Id. at 342 L .1 to 343 L.16, 344 1,.25 to 345 L.3, 408 1,.2-4 and L.l9-

24, and 410 L. 1. Both Stenger and Quiros, as principals of the general partner for Biomedical

Phase V11, reviewed and approved the contents of that project's offering documents, including

the lim ited partnership agreem ent and the use of proceeds document. Fx. 13 at 266 L.6-18, 207

L.19 to 27l L.l, and 291 1,.13-24,. Ex. 20 at 445 L.5-9, 447 L.9-l9, 448 L.8-11, 448 L .13 to 449

L.20, 451 L.22 to 453 L.l0, and 453 L.l 7 to 455 L.2.

lnterested investors made a $500,000 investment in a particular project, as well as paid an

additional $50,000 administrative fee that Jay Peak and the other Defendants used for expenses

associated with the investm ent, including fees to intermediaries. Fx. 32 at 84 L.6-1 7,' Ex.

JP1 151 7-18. Each project had an escrow account at People's United Bank in Vennont (formerly

known as the Chittenden Trust Company). Ex. 32 at 79 L.18 to 81 L.6 and 86 L.8-19,. Ex. 10 at

55 L .8 to 57 L.18,. Ex. at JP1 1531. Stenger was a signatory on all of the People's Bank
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accounts and routinely authorized the transfer of f'unds into and out of those accounts. Ex. 10 at

56 L .9 to 57 L. l8, 60 L.8-l6, and 62 L.2 to 63 L. l,. Ex. 32 at 33 L. 14 to 34 L.21 and 90 L. 1 7-22.

The initial $500,000 investment nonnally was deposited into the People's Bank account

for the specific project in which the investor was participating. Ex. 10 at 55 L.8 to 57 L.18; Ex.

32 at 79 L.8 to 81 L.6, 86 L.8-l9, and 88 1,.25 to 89 L.25. Once the lmm igration Service

approved the investor's initial, or provisional, green card, Stenger typically had the $500,000

transferred to a Raymond James account that was set up in the name of the particular projcct

through Raymond Jam es' Coral Gables office. fx. JJ at 79 L. 18 to 92 L. 13,. Ex. 10 at 55 L.8 to

57 L.l8. Stenger had no signatory or other authority over the Raymond Jam es accounts. Fx. 32

at 33 L. 14 to 34 L.21 and 62 L.14-l6. Rather, Quiros opened all of the Raymond James

accounts, and had sole authority over them . Ex. 32 at 60 L .l8 to 61 L.9. The Raym ond Jam es

broker listed on the accounts was Quiros' fonher son-in-law. Fx. 4J at 31 L.l 7-24. Once the

Raym ond Jam es accounts received transfers from the People's Bank accounts, it was solely

Quiros who directed use of the f'unds. Ex. 32 at 60 L.18 to 61 L .9. Quiros, Stenger, and other

ofticers of Jay Peak and the Defendants oversaw and directed use of a11 invejtor funds and the

development and construction of all projects. Ex. 3 at JP1 1581. lnvestors played no role in the

development, construction, or operation of the facilities. 1d.

VI. THE DEFENDANTS FM UDULENTLY USED INVESTOR FUNDS

TO FINANCE OUIROS' PURCHASE OF JAY PEAK

Jay Peak was originally owned by a Canadian firm , M ont Saint-sauveur lnternational,

lnc. (ç1MSS1''), that oversaw the Phase l securities offering. Ex. 58, Saint-sauveur Valley Resorts

Declaration, at !(F -4. Stenger worked for MSSI at the time, and also oversaw the offering as

the principal of Jay Peak M anagem ent, the general partner of Defendants Suites Phase l and

Hotel Phase ll. Ex. 32 at 30 L.6-19, 3 7 L.4-12, and 42 L. 1 to 43 L .9,. Ex. 11 at 5N 4-./6. Suites

Phase I raised $17.5 million from 35 investors from December 2006 throug,h M ay 2008. fx. 3 at

JP1 l51 7,. Ex. 22 at !/. From January tluough June 2008, Quiros negotiated and tinalized a

stock transfer agreement between MSSI and Q Resorts in which MSSI agreed to transfer the real

estate and other assets of Jay Peak to Q Resorts. Ex. 32 at 42 L.2l to 43 L .8,. Ex. 11 at !# and

Ex. A,. Ex. 10 at 39 L.11-20. The agreem ent was signed on June 13, 2008, and the parties closed

on the deal 10 days later, June 23, 2008, for a price of $25.7 million. Ex. 11 at 5.9 and Ex. W.

Jay Peak owned Suites Phase 1. Fx. 3 at JPI 1528. During the time when Quiros and
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M SSI were negotiating the stock transfer agreem ent, Suites Phase 1 was raising funds from

investors. #x. 10 at 39 L. 11-20,. Ex. 11 at !!./4-./: and Exs. B-3 and J-1. Approximately eight

people invested in the Suites Phase 1 limited partnership between January and M ay 2008. Ex. 11

at !$74-./6 and Exs. B-3 and J-l. Hotel Phase 11 began raising money in March 2008, and that

limited partnership received $500,000 investments from 15 investors between M arch and June

2008 (a total of $7.5 million). Fx. 11 at V J and Ex. J-2; Ex. 4 at JP1 l 720. From July through

September 2008, Hotel Phase 11 received $500,000 apiece from another 15 investors (a total of

$7.5 million). Ex. 11 at !r7T and Exs. F-2 and J-2.

ln the five months before closing on the purchase of Jay Peak, Quiros was heavily

involved in all aspects of the Jay Peak project, including understanding how the project raised

money and m anaging the nascent Suites Phase l construction. Ex. 10 at 39 L.1l-20. He knew

Suites Phase 1 was raising money and investigated how that was being dcme before he bought Jay

Peak. f#. ln preparation for the closing, Quiros asked MSSI representatives to open brokerage

accounts at Raymond Jam es with his former son-in-law in the nam es of the Suites Phase l and

Hotel Phase 11 limited partnerships. Fx. 58 at !7,' Ex. 10 at 50 L .20 to 54 L.5. MSSI

representafives agreed, and Stenger opened a Suites Phase I account at Raymond James on M ay

20, 2008. #x. 58 at !7,. Ex. 11 at $./ 7 and Ex. D-1. A month later, on June 20, 2008, he opened

a Hotel Phase 11 account at Raymond James. Fx. 11 at !JJ and Ex. G-l.

Both the Suites Phase l and Hotel Phase 11 limited partnership agreem ents provided that

the general partners could only put investor m oney in FDlc-insured bank accounts. Fx. 3 at JPI

1667 (Section 13.013,. Ex. 4 at JPI 1823 (Section 13.01.). As a brokerage firm, Raymond James

was not a bank and not FDlc-insured. #x. 76, at 1J1J,/7 and 20-23. On May 12, 2008, eight days

before he opened the Suites Phase l Raymond Jam es account, Stenger signed an am endm ent on

behalf of the general partner rem oving the requirem ent of an FDlc-insured bank account from

the Suites Phase 1 lim ited partnership agreem ent. Fx. 77, Amendment to Suites Phase 1 Limited

Partnership Agreement. This cleared the way for the transfer of investor funds to Raymond

Jam es accounts. fJ. No such amendm ent w as ever signed for the Hotel Phase 11 lim ited

partnership agreement. Thus, Stenger's subsequent transfer of the $75 million raised from 150

Hotel Phase 11 investors in 2008, 2009, and 2010 from People's Bank to Raymond James and

Quiros' control violated the Hotel Phase 11 limited partnership agreement. Fx. 4 at JP1 1823,. Ex.

11 at IIJJ-Jd; Ex. 10 at 50 1u.20 to 57 L. 18,' Ex. 32 at 38 L. 12 to 40 L. 10.
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On June 16 and 17, 2008, in preparation for closing, M SSI transferred $1 1 million in

Suites Phase I investor funds from People's Bank to Raymond James. Ex. 11 at $./ 7 and Exs. C-

4, D-2, and D-3. Three days later, on June 20, M SSI transfen'ed $7 million in Hotel Phase 11

investor ftmds from People's Bank to Raymond James. Ex. 11 at !J.3 and Exs. G-l and G-2.

Stenger signed the wire transfer request for this $7 million. #x. 11 at F J and Ex. F-3. There

was no m oney in either the Suites Phase l or Hotel Phase 11 Raymond Jam es account before the

three transfers desclibed in this Parap-aph. fx. 11 at !!./ 7 and 23 and Exs. D-2 and G-2.

ln conjunction with those transfeis, MSSI representatives on June 18 wrote a letter to the

Raymond James broker, with copies to Quiros and Stenger, among others, explaining that the

funds in the MSSI Raymond James Suites Phase l account were investor funds. Ex. 11 at l./th'

and Ex. D-4. The letter further stated the investor money could only be used in the m anner

specitied in the Suites Phase 1 limited partnership agreem ent, and could not be used in any way

to pay for Q Resorts' purchase of Jay Peak. 1d.,. Ex. 32 at 74 L. 15-21. The letter went on to state

that any m oney transferred to the Raymond Jam es Hotel Phase 11 account sim ilarly consisted of

investor funds, and that no one could use that money to finance Q Resorts' purchase of Jay Peak.

1d. ,. Ex. 32 at 78 L . 1- 7.

Despite the fact that MSSI clearly explained to Quiros and Stenger they could not use

investor money to purchase Jay Peak, Quiros - aided by transfers that Stenger made - did

exactly that. fx. 11 at :$./ 7 and 19-79. Over the next two months Quiros, through Q Resorts,

used $21.9 million of investor funds - $12.4 million from Suites Phase l and $9.5 million from

Hotel Phase 11 - to fund the vast majority of his purchase of Jay Peak. 1d.

Quiros began his fraudulent use of investor funds on June 17, the day before the M SSI

letter, when he opened two accounts at Raym ond Jam es under his name and control, one each for

Suites Phase l and Hotel Phase 1l. fx. 11 at !!ï# and 24 and Exs. E-1 and H-1. On the day of

closing, June 23, M SSI transferred the $1 l million in its Suites Phase 1 account at Raymond

James to Quiros' new Suites Phase I account. Ex. 11 at $./# and Ex. E-3. The same day, MSSI

transferred the $7 million in its Hotel Phase 11 account at Raymond James to Quiros' new Hotel

Phase 11 account. Ex. 11 at IJ: and Exs. G-2 and H-2. MSSI closed the two Raymond James

accounts within days, leaving Quiros in total control of investor money. Ex. 11 at 1(1J./.9 and 24

and Ex. G-l. Stenger, as the sole principal of the Suites Phase I and Hotel Phase 11 general

partners, knew he was supposed to control investor funds. Ex. 32 at 27 L.19 to 28 L.l, 29 L.l2-
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J5, 30 L.6-l0, 32 1..14-22, and 1l5 L. 20 to 11 7 L.6. Yet he willingly allowed Quiros to take

control of the funds, abdicating the responsibilities clearly laid out for him in the lim ited

61 L.9, 62 L.l4-16, and 114 L. 14-1 7,. Ex. 3 at JPI 1652-55 and 1667,. Ex. 4 at JP1 1808-10 and

Also on the day of closing, June 23, Quiros transferred $7.6 million of Suites Phase 1

investor funds from his Suites Phase I Raymond James account and $6 million of Hotel Phase 11

investor funds from his Hotel Phase 11 Raymond James account to another account (previously

empty) that he had just opened at Raymond James in the name of Q Resorts. Ex. 11 at TIJJP and

25 and Exs. 1-1, 1-2, and 1-3. He completed his first fraudulent transfer the sam e day when he

wired $13.544 million from the Q Resorts account to the law finu representing MSSI as partial

payment for the Jay Peak purchase. fx. 11 at !!J7 and 26 and I-2 and 1-4.

Over the next three months, Quiros made four additional payments totaling $5.5 million

from the Q Resorts account to the same law firm as continued payment for the Jay Peak

purchase. Ex. 11 at !I!4J-54 and 60-75 and accompanying exhibits. The specitic payments were

$1.5 million on July 1, 2008*, $1 million on August 29, 2008,. $500,000 on September 5, 2008.,

and $2.5 million on September 26, 2008. f#. Quiros made three additional transfers from the Q

Resorts account totaling $2.9 million - $2 million on June 25, 2008., $628,684 on June 26, 2008,.

and $263,000 on September 3, 2008 - al1 to the 1aw 51441 that had represented Q Resorts in the

purchase. fx. 11 at !J!tJ7-4J and 55-59 and accompanying exhibits.

Quiros and Q Resorts made all of these payments improperly using investor funds. #x.

11 at 5527-75 and accompanying exhibits. For example, to ftmd the $2 million June 25 payment

to Q Resorts' law tirm, Quiros transferred $2 million derived from Suites Phase 1 investor funds

from his Suites Phase l Raymond James account to the Q Resorts account, then immediately

wired that $2 million to the Q Resorts law til'm. Ex. 11 at 55J./-3J and Exs. E-3, 1-2, 1-5, and 1-

The next day he anunged the transfer of just under $300,000 each from the Suites Phase l and

Hotel Phase 11 Raymond James accounts in his name to the Q Resorts account, which he used to

send $628,684 to the law tirm. Ex. 11 at !!Jd and 40-42 and Exs. E-3, H-2, 1-2, 1-7, and 1-8.

Stenger facilitated many of these paym ents by transferling additional money to the

Raymond James accounts. See, e.g., Exs. 11 at :!44-5p, 63, and 69-71 and accompanying

exhibits. For example, on July 1, 2008, Stenger authorized the transfer of $1 million of Suites
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Phase 1 investor funds from a Suites Phase 1 account at People's Balzk to the Q Resorts account

at Raymond James. Ex. 11 at !4: and Exs. C-3 and 1-2. The same day he authorized the

transfer of $600,000 in Hotel Phase 11 investor ftmds from the Hotel Phase 11 account at People's

Bank to the Q Resorts account. Ex. 11 at !44 and Exs. F-1, F-4, and 1-2. Quiros turned right

around and wired $1.5 million of that money to the 1aw tilnn representing M SSI. Fx. 11 at $47

and Exs. I-2 and 1-10. Subsequent transactions followed a sim ilar pattern - Stenger transferring

Suites Phase 1 Or Hotel Phase 11 money from People's Bank either to Quiros' Suites Phase 1 and

Hotel Phase 11 accounts or the Q Resorts account at Raymond James, and Quiros using that

money to pay either the Q Resorts or MSSI 1aw tirm. fx. 11 at ::44$'-J4 and 60-75 and

accompanying exhibits. ln addition, to facilitate some of these payments, Quiros transferred

Phase 1 and 11 investor funds between the Suites Phase I and Hotel Phase 11 accounts at Raymond

James. Fx. 11 at !1/2, 70, and 72 and Exs. E-3 and H-2.

The lim ited partnership agreem ents and the use of proceeds documents for Phases 1 and

l1, al1 provided to investors before they invested, prohibited this use of investor funds. Fx. 3 at

JP1 1579 and 1655-5% Ex. 4 at JP1 l 762 and 1811. As noted above, in Suites Phase 1, the

document entitled ttsource and Use of Investor Funds'' showed the use of the investors' $ 17.5

million specitically for $ 10.4 million for constnlction, $ 1.6 million for operating systems and

equipment, $800,000 for utilities and common areas, $ 1.8 million to Jay Peak for purchase of the

land, approximately $600,000 to Jay Peak if there were cost overnms, about $400,000 for

working capital, and $ 1.9 million to Jay Peak for developer fees. fx. 3 at JP1 1579. There was

nothing in the use of proceeds document allowing Quiros or Suites Phase l to use $12.4 million

of Phase 1 investor money to purchase Jay Peak. 1d.; Ex. 32 at 59 1,.24 to 60 L.ll. At the tim e

of the transfers of the $12.4 million, Jay Peak had barely begun construction and had not paid for

the project property. Ex. 30 at V 4. Therefore, it was only entitled to take about $60,000 of the

$ 17.5 million of investor money in developer, contingent, and land fees. 1d. Even at the

conclusion of Suites Phase I construction, years later, at most Jay Peak was only entitled to take

$4.3 million of investor money broken down this way: $1.8 million after the land sale was

completed, 15 percent in construction costs as construction was completed up to $ 1.9 million as

a maximum, and $600,000 in contingency fees if there were cost overnms. fJ. This is far short

of the $12.4 million of investor money Quiros improperly used on the Jay Peak purchase. fJ.

Likewise, the Hotel Phase 11 use of proceeds docum ent given to investors, entitled

18
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Estimated and Projected Cost of Development, showed a detailed breakdown of how Jay Peak

would spend the $75 million it raised from investors. #x. 4 at JP1 1 762. This included $37

million for hotel construction, $23 million for the other pal'ts of Phase 11, and additional money

for utilities, land, cost overruns, and construction supervision fees. 1d. There was nothing in this

document that allowed Quiros or Hotel Phase 11 to use $9.5 million of Phase 11 investor funds to

buy Jay Peak in 2008 - particularly because at the time Of the transfers, construction on Hotel

Phase 11 had not started and the land sale had not occurred. 1d.,' Ex. 30 at !J7,' Ex. 32 at 59 L.24

to 60 L.ll. Therefore, Jay Peak was not entitled to take any investor money as fees for itself at

that time. Ex. 30 at jg17. ln addition, after misusing Hotel Phase 11 investor funds, the relevant

Defendants - Stenger, Quiros, Jay Peak, Hotel Phase 1I, and Jay Peak Management - did not

change the use of proceeds document they gave to future investors to show they had used $9.5

million of investor funds to purchase Jay Peak. Ex. 4 at JP1 1 762.

The use of investor funds to purchase Jay Peak also contravened prohibitions in the Phase

l and 11 limited partnership agreements. Ex. 3 at JPI 1655-56,. Ex. 4 at JP1 1811. Each

agreem ent contained a Section 5.02, entitled ûûl-imitations on the Authority of the General

Partner.'' That section in each agreem ent prevented the general partner from borrowing or

commingling investor funds and from making the type of purchase Quiros and Q Resorts made

of Jay Peak without investor consent. 1d,. Ex. 76 at !!7J and 24-25.

VI1. IM PRO PER USE OF INVESTOR FUNDS FOR M ARGIN LOANS

Quiros, through Q Resorts, JCM , Jay Peak and the limited partnerships, also misused

investor funds from all seven limited partnership offerings by pledging them as collateral for

margin loans in his Raym ond Jam es accounts, and eventually using f'unds from  the lim ited

partnerships to pay down and pay off the margin loans. 11 at 1!J&Z# and accompanying

exhibits; Ex. 30 at IJIJJJ-JJ and accompanying exhibits.

Quiros' use of margin loans began in June 2008. Fx. 11 at IIJ*-JJ and Exs. E-2, E-3, 1-

2, and 1-5. W hen he opened his Raymond Jam es Suites Phase 1 and Hotel Phase 11 accounts,

Quiros sir ed a credit aveement with Raymond James to allow both accounts to hold margin

balances - meaning the accounts could borrow money (which would have to be paid back with

interest) and hold negative cash balances. Ex. 11 at Il(î and Ex. E-2. Put another way, the

accounts went into debt to Raymond James when they incun'ed margin balances. f#.

The credit agreement Quiros signed pledged amounts in both Suites Phase 1 and Hotel
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Phase 11 accounts, as w ell as a11 of the assets of the Suites Phase l lim ited partnership, as

collateral for any margin loans the accounts incurred. Ex. 11 at Il(î and Ex. E-2. As Jay Peak

began new offerings, Quiros opened new accounts at Raymond James in the name of each new

lim ited partnership, to which Stenger transferred investor funds from the corresponding account

at People's Bank where investors deposited their money. Ex. 30 at $ï66(b)-(q)., Ex. 32 at 79 1,.24

So, for example, investors in Penthouse Phase Il1 sent their investments to an escrow

account at People's Bank in the nam e of Penthouse Phase 111. Ex. 10 at 56 L .9 to 57 L.18,. Ex. 32

at 79 1,.24 to 81 L.6 and 91 1..24 to 92 L .13. Stenger had signatory authority and control over

that account. Ex. 79, Penthouse Phase 111 Account Signature Card. Ex. 10 at 56 L.9 to 57 L.l8

and 60 L.8-16; Ex. 32 at 33 L. 14 to 34 L.21. When the offering began, Quiros opened an

account at Raymond James in the name of Penthouse Phase 111, over which only he had signatory

authority and control. Fx. JJ at 33 L. 14 to 34 L.21,. Ex. 10 at 55 L.8 to 57 L.18,. Ex. 80,

Penthouse Phase 111 Raymond James Account lnformation and Client Agreement. Once

Penthouse Phase ll1 investors had their conditional green cards approved, Stenger approved the

transfer of those investors' $500,000 deposits to the Penthouse Phase 11I Raymond James

account, thereby giving up control over that money to Quiros. Ex. 10 at 55 L.8 to 57 L.18, 60

L. 18 to 61 L.9, and 62 L .14-16,. Ex. 32 at 79 L .18 to 92 L. l3. Each tim e this happened, Stenger

violated terms of the lim ited partnership agreements. Ex. 3 at JP1 1652-55 and 1667,. Ex. 4 at

JP1 1808-10 and 1823,. Ex. 5 at JPI 2081-84 and 2097,' Ex. 6 at JP1 30741-44 and 30757,. Ex. 7

at 128-131 of310 and l43 of310,. Ex. 2 at JP1 4647-50 and 4662,. Ex. 56 at AnC Bio 98-101 and

114. Stenger, as the principal of the general partner in Phases 1-Vl, always had ultimate

responsibility for the overall m anagem ent and control of the business assets and the affairs of the

six limited partnerships, and the obligation to place partnership f'unds in accounts in the nam es of

the partnerships. Id,. Ex. 32 at 115 1,.20 to 11 7 L. 1,' Ex. 10 at 62 L.2-l4. Stenger abdicated these

responsibilities by giving Quiros complete control of the partnerships' funds and by placing

investor funds in accounts to which he did not have access. Ex. 3 at JP1 1652-55 and 1667,. Ex.

Ex. 7 at 128-131 of310 and 143 of310,' Ex. 2 at JP1 4647-50 and 4662,. Ex. 56 at AnC #J't? 98-

l0l and 114.

The process in Phases 11 and IV -VII worked the sam e way. Ex. 10 at 55 L.8 to 57 L.l8;
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Ex. 32 at 79 L. 18 to 92 L. l3. Furthermore, each tim e he opened a new Raymond Jam es account,

Quiros signed a new credit agreement pledging the assets of that account - in each case

comprised of Or derived flom investor funds - as collateral for the m argin loans he continued to

hold at Raymond James. Ex. 30 at IJN S-JJ and accompanying exhibits; Exs. 59-64. Quiros

signed a credit agreem ent on Febnlary 6, 2009, pledging investor ftmds in the Suites Phase l and

Hotel Phase 11 Raymtmd James accounts as collateral for the margin loans. fx. J#, February 6,

2009 Credit Agreement. He signed one on October 1, 2010, expanding the list of accounts to

Penthouse Phase 11l and Q Resorts. Ex. 60, October 1, 2010 Credit Agreement. Quiros signed a

credit agreement on Febnlary 10, 201 1, adding the account for Golf and Mountain Phase 1V. Ex.

61, February 10, 2011 Credit Agreement. He signed the next one on August 25, 201 1, adding

the account fOr Lodge and Townhouses Phase V. Ex. 62, ..z1vg?,/.ç/ JJ, 2011 Credit Agreement.

On Febl-uary 28, 2012, he signed a credit agreement adding the account for Stateside Phase Vl as

collateral for the m argin loans. Ex. 63, February 28, 2012 Credit Agreement. And on August 5,

2013, Quiros signed a credit agreement adding the accounts for Biomedical Phase Vl1 and JCM

(which as described above and below held investor funds). Fx. 64, August 5, Cred,it

Agreement.

Thus, in every offeling, Quiros put investor funds at risk by pledging them as collateral

for the margin loans. 30 at SN .5'-JJ and accompanying exhibits; Ex. at !J!J&79.

Raymond James could have insisted on payment of the margin loans, and Quiros would have had

no choice but to pay them off with investor f'unds slated for use to construct the various projects

unless he could come up with a replacement source of funding. Ex. 30 at IF J-JJ and

accompanying exhibits; Ex. 11 at !t!(J&7#. And, as described below, Quiros eventually paid off

the m argin loans using investor f'unds.

Quiros' establishment of the margin loans violated the terms of each of the limited

partnership agreements (whieh the Defendants provided to a11 investors). Ex. 3 at JP1 1655-5%

Ex. 4 at JP1 1811,. Ex. 5 at JP1 2084-85,. Ex. 6 at JP1 30744-45,. Ex. 7 at 131 of310,. Ex. 2 at JP1

4650-51,. Ex. 56 at AnC Bio 101-102., Ex. 57 at AnC Bio 6782-83. Those agreem ents specitically

prohibited the projects' general partners from encumbering or pledging investor f'unds as

collateral without the express approval of the investors. Ex. 3 at JP1 1655-56,. Ex. 4 at JP1 1811,.

Ex. 5 at JP1 2084-85,. Ex. 6 at JP1 30744-45,. Ex. 7 at l3l of3l0,. Ex. 2 at JP1 4650-51,. Ex. 56 at

AnC Bio 101-102,* Ex. 57 at AnC Bio 6782-83. Furthennore, none of the offering documents the
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Defendants provided to investors said that any of the lim ited partnerships, general partners,

Quiros, Stenger, Q Resorts, or Jay Peak could pledge investor funds as collateral for loans. Ex. 3

at JP1 1579,. Ex. 4 at JP1 l 762,' Ex. 5 at JP1 2023,. Ex. 6 at JP1 30667,. Ex. 7 at 60 of3l0,. Ex. 2

at JPI 4579,. Ex. 56 at AnC Bio 68,. Ex. 57 at AnC Bio 6743., Ex. 32 at 67 L .5-10. ln fact, the use

of proceeds docum ent in every offering, which set forth exactly how the Defendants would

spend investors' money, did not provide for use of investor funds as collateral for or to pay off

m argin loans. Ex. 3 at JP1 15 79,. Ex. 4 at JP1 1 762,. Ex. 5 at JP1 2023,. Ex. 6 at JP1 30667,. Ex. 7

at 60 of310,. Ex. 2 at JP1 4579,. Ex. 56 at AnC Bio 68,' Ex. 57 at AnC Bio 6743. Neither Stenger

nor Quiros ever told any investors the companies in which they were investing could use or were

using their m oney in this fashion. Fx. 32 at 59 1u.24 to 60 L. 11 and 67 L.5-l0.

Quiros began incurring margin loan debt in the Suites Phase 1 and Hotel Phase 11

accounts almost immediately after closing on the purehase of Jay Peak. Ex. 11 at !!J&J# and

Exs. E-2 and E-3. On June 25, 2008, in an apparent attem pt to give the appearance that investor

funds remained in the Suites Phase l account at Raymond James, Quiros directed the purchase of

$ 1 1 million in Treasury Bills. Fx. 11 at !J# and Ex. E-3. That $ 1 1 million purchase matched

the $1 1 million of Suites Phase l investor funds MSSI had transferred to Quiros' Suites Phase l

account. 1d. and at FN6. But, as described in Paragraph 69, by this time Quiros had transferred

$7.6 million of the $1 1 million out of the account to pay for the purchase of Jay Peak. fJ. There

was only $3.4 million in investor ftmds left in the Suites Phase I account. fx. 11 at !rJp and Ex.

E-3. Therefore, Quiros' Suites Phase I account had to incur a margin loan balance of $7.6

million to buy Treasury Bills (the difference between the $3.4 million in the account and the full

$ l l million purchase). f#. at SSJ.WJP, FN 6, and Ex. E-3. Under terms of the credit agreement

Quiros had signed, that $7.6 million was actually a debt to Raymond James. fJ. Thus, Suites

Phase 1 investors did not have a claim to the $1 1 million in Treasury Bills, and the $3.4 million

in investor funds still in the Suites Phase l account was at risk of being forfeited to Raym ond

Jam es if there was a m argin call. 1d.

Quiros undertook the same acts in the Hotel Phase 11 account at Raymond James. Ex. 11

at !!J&J#, FN7, and Ex. H-2. On June 25, 2008, he ordered the purchase of $7 million in

Treasury Bills in that account. fJ. Again, this amount matched the $7 million of Hotel Phase 11

investor funds MSSI had transferred to Quiros' Hotel Phase 11 account. fJ. But again, Quiros

had already transferred $6 million of that amount out of the account to pay for Q Resorts'
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purchase of Jay Peak. 1d,. see also Paragraph 69. There was only $ 1 million in investor funds

left in the Hotel Phase 11 account. fx. 11 at !!J&J#, FN7, and Ex. H-2. Therefore, Quiros'

Hotel Phase 11 account had to incur a margin loan balance of $6 million to buy Treasury Bills

(the difference between the $ l million in the account and the $7 million purchase). f#. Under

terms of the credit agreement Quiros had signed, that $6 million was actually a debt to Raymond

James. f#. Hotel Phase 11 investors did not have a claim to the f'ull $7 million in Treasury Bills,

and the $ l million in investor funds still in the Hotel Phase 11 aceount was at dsk of being

forfeited to Raymond James if there was a margin call. 1d.

Quiros continued to make use of the margin loans in the Suites Phase I and Hotel Phase 11

accounts at Raym ond James to pay the rem ainder of the purchase price for Jay Peak between

June and September 2008. Fx. 11 at !!.?./-JJ, 36, 40-41, 52-53, 56-57, and 65, and

accompanying exhibits. When he transfen'ed funds out of the accounts to pay either Q Resorts'

or M SSI'S 1aw tirm as described in the preceding section, that often increased the m argin loan

balance in the accounts, putting investor funds further at risk. 1d. Furtherm ore, on at least one

other occasion during that time period, Quiros directed the purchase of an additional $ l .5 million

in Treasury Bills in the Suites Phase I account at Raymond Jam es to m atch an am ount of Suites

Phase I investor funds the account had received from People's Bank. Ex. 11 at !7: and Ex. E-3.

Stenger had authorized transfer of the funds from People's Bank. fx. 11 at :!g4#-5./ and

accompanying exhibits. Again, the purchase was a ruse, as Quiros had already transferred $1

million of the $ 1.5 million out of the account to pay for the purchase of Jay Peak, leaving the

Treasury Bills not as belonging to investors, but as collateral for the m argin loan balance to

Raymond James. fx. 11 at !5J and Exs. E-3, 1-2, and 1-11.

From October 2008 until February 2009, Quiros continued to maintain the margin loan

balances in his Suites Phase l and Hotel Phase 11 accounts at Raym ond Jam es, with investor

ftmds pledged as collateral in violation of the Phase l and 11 use of proceeds documents and the

limited partnership ameements (as described above). Ex. 30 at !./6. By February 2009, the

combined margin loan balances of the two accounts had reached $23.8 million. 1d. at !./ 7.

Stenger had continued to authorize transfers of investor funds from the People's Bank Phase 1

and 11 aecounts to the Raymond James accounts, which then became collateral for the margin

loans. Fx. 10 at 56 L.9 to 57 L. l8, 60 L.8-l6, and 62 L.2 to 63 L. 1,' Ex. 32 at 33 L.l4 to 34 L .2l

and 90 L.l 7-22.
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That month, Quiros consolidated the two margin loans into one (Margin Loan 111), and

signed a new credit agreem ent that continued to pledge Phase l and 11 investor funds to back the

margin loan balance. 30 at !./ 7. Over the next three years, Quiros signed the

aforem entioned credit agreem ents pledging investor funds from Phases llI-V1 as collateral. fJ..'

Exs. 59-64. He also used more than $105 million of investor ftmds from Phases I-V towards

paying down M argin Loan 111, breaking down as follows: approximately $2.2 million from

Suites Phase 1, approximately $51 .6 million from Hotel Phase 11, approximately $32.5 million

from Penthouse Phase 111, approximately a net amount of $15.8 million from Golf and Mountain

Phase 1V, and approximately $5.6 million f'rom Lodge and Townhouses Phase V. Ex. 30 at

sll./d, J5, 28, 33, 36, and FN26, and Exs. B, D, E, L K, and 0.

M argin Loan 11l continued to be backed by Suites Phase 1 and Hotel Phase 11 investor

funds, putting them at risk, until February 2012. fx. 30 at V #. ln addition, during this same

time, the Defendants commingled Suites Phase l investor funds with other projects. fJ. at !25.

For example, on October 3, 201 1, Stenger authorized a transfer of $49,000 from the Penthouse

Phase 1l1 account at People's Bank to the People's Bank Suites Phase l account. Ex. 84, Suites

Phase 1 Account Statement; Ex. 85, Penthouse Phase I1I Account Statement; Ex. 10 at 56 L.9 to

57 L. 18, 60 L.8-16, and 62 L.2 to 63 L. 1,' Ex. 32 at 33 L.l4 to 34 L.21 and 90 L.l 7-22. And on

February 23, 2012, Stenger authorized a transfer of almost $62,000 from the Suites Phase l

account to the Hotel Phase 11 account, both at People's Bank. fJ.

Because Quiros continued spending money from the margin loan account at Raymond

James, the M argin Loan I11 balance remained at approximately $23 million in February 2012.

Fx. 30 at !7:. On February 24, 2012, Quiros transferred approximately $22.4 million of investor

funds from the Q Resorts account at Raymond James to pay off the $23.4 million balance. Ex.

30 at !7.9. The $22.4 million of investor funds breaks down as follows: approximately $5.8

million came from Stateside Phase Vl, and approximately $16.6 million came from Lodge and

Townhouses Phase V. Ex. 30 at 1579, 39, FN26, and FN44.

However, just four days after paying off Margin Loan 111, on February 28, 2012, Quiros

opened yet another margin loan account in the name of Jay Peak at Raymond James (Margin

Loan 1V). Ex. 30 at F I?. This time he signed a credit agreement pledging investor f'unds in

accounts from Lodge and Townhouses Phase V and Stateside Phase V1 as collateral for the

margin loan balances. 1d. In August 2013, he added the accounts of JCM and Biomedical Phase
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V11, and recontirmed the account of Q Resorts, to a new credit agreement. 1d. From Febnlary

2012 through March 2014, Quiros used more than $6.5 million of investor funds from Phases V

and Vl towards paying down Margin Loan lV. Ex. 30 at !2./. However, because Quiros spent

approximately $25.5 million in the new margin loan account on various project-related and non-

project expenses, the Margin Loan IV balance was approximately $ 19.4 million in February

fx. 30 at V C.

Raymond James then demanded that Quiros pay off Margin Loan lV. Ex. 42 at 43 L.l8

to 44 L.l 7. ln response, on March 5, 2014, Quiros transferred approximately $1 8.2 million of

investor funds derived from a Biomedical Phase VI1 account at People's Bank, which he used as

part of a $19 million pay off of this margin loan. Ex. 13 at 438 1..25 to 440 L.3,. Ex. 42 at 49

to 50 L.21,. Ex. 30 at V J. The pay down and pay off of this margin loan was a major

contlibutor to Biomedical Phase V1l project shortfalls. Ex. 30 at IJI6J and 64.

VII1. M ISREPRESENTATIONS AND OM ISSIO NS IN PHASES 1l-Vl

A. H otel Phase 11

Hotel Phase 1l, Jay Peak Management, Jay Peak, and Stenger (and Quiros and Q Resorts

as the owners of Jay Peak) misrepresented in the Hotel Phase 11 use of proceeds doeument how

they would spend investor money. Ex. 4 at JP1 1 762,. Ex. 30 at ITJ<-J./. As discussed above,

the Hotel Phase 11 use of proceeds docum ent set forth how these Defendants would spend

investors' money, down to the dollar. Ex. 4 at JPI 1 762. The Defendants used Hotel Phase 11

investor f'unds in four ways that were different than specitically set forth in the use of proceeds

document:

K First, they used $9.5 million of Hotel Phase 11 investor money between June and

September 2008 to help finance Quiros' and Q Resorts' purchase of Jay Peak. Fx. 11 at

!!7#-J7 and 24-75 and accompanying exhibits.

* Second, Quiros and Q Resorts used Hotel Phase 11 investor funds as collateral for Margin

Loan ll1 until February 2012, and used more than $50 million of investor f'unds to pay

down this m argin loan at Raymond Jam es between February 2009 and January 201 1. Fx.

11 at IIJ#-JJ, 26, 38-41, 49-51, 52-53, 56-57, and 65,. Ex. 30 at !J!J./6-./.9 and 28.

K Third, Quiros and Q Resort used a net amount of $4.7 million of Hotel Phase 11 investor

funds for Suites Phase l project costs. fx. 30 at !J#.

K Fourth, Quiros and Q Resorts used a net amount of $3 million of Hotel Phase 11 investor
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f'unds on Penthouse Phase 1l1 project costs. #x. 30 at !J47.

The Phase 11 Defendants also m isrepresented in the Hotel Phase 11 lim ited partnership

agreem ent certain restrictions on the general partner's use of investor funds. Ex. 4 at JP1 1811.

As set forth above, the limited partnership agreement prohibited the Hotel Phase 11 general

partner - Jay Peak M anagem ent and Stenger - from com m ingling investor funds, borrowing

them , using them as collateral, or using them to buy property not pa14 of the lim ited partnership,

without the consent of the investors. 1d; Ex. 76 at !!#-./p, 12-19, and 24-25. Hotel Phase II, Jay

Peak Management, Jay Peak, and Stenger (and Quiros and Q Resorts as the owners of Jay Peak)

violated those provisions in four ways:

K First, Quiros and Q Resorts used Hotel Phase 11 investor funds as collateral for Margin

Loan I11 until February 2012, and used more than $50 million of investor funds to pay

down this m argin loan at Raym ond James betw een February 2009 and January 201 1. Ex.

Ex. D.

K Second, between October 2010 and January 201 1, Quiros and Q Resorts transferred a net

amount of $4.7 million of Hotel Phase 11 investor funds from the Phase 11 account at

Raymond James to the Suites Phase 1 account at Raymond James for Phase l project

costs. Ex. 30 at IJ#.

K Third, Quiros and Q Resorts used a net amount of $3 million of Hotel Phase 11 investor

funds on Penthouse Phase l11 project costs. Fx. 30 at !.3p.

K Fourth, the Phase 11 Defendants violated the com mingling provision of the limited

partnership apeement by putting a net amount of $ 1 1.2 million of Phase 11 investor funds

into Q Resorts' Raymond James account between June 2008 and April 28, 2011, where

they were mixed with funds from Penthouse Phase 111. #x. 30 at !M./ and Ex. H This

included an April 28, 201 1, $500,000 transfer f'rom a Phase 11 account into Q Resorts'

Raymond Jam es account. 1d.

Stenger was on notice as early as 2010 that Quiros was improperly using investor funds.

#x. 65 at IJJ. The former controller of Jay Peak voiced concenzs to Stenger on several

occasions that year that he could not get statem ents from the Raymond Jam es accounts from

Quiros to detennine how he was using investor funds. 1d. at :1/-7. The controller also told

Stenger in conversations and in writing that his analysis of Suites Phase l and Hotel Phase 11
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records showed Jay Peak had already used a minimum of $8.4 million of Hotel Phase 11 money

to pay Suites Phase l construction costs. 1d. at !!./J-./J and Ex A. Stenger falsely told the

controller there were sufticient funds either from Hotel Phase 11 investor money or future project

management fees to cover Hotel Phase 11 construction costs. 1d. at IJ/J.

B. Penthouse Phase lll

Penthouse Phase 111, Jay Peak GP Services, Jay Peak, and Stenger (and Quiros and Q

Resorts as the owners of Jay Peak) misrepresented in the Penthouse Phase lll use of proceeds

document how they would spend investor money. at JP1 2023,. Ex. 30 at !!JJ-J4.

Penthouse Phase II1 raised $32.5 million from 65 investors. Ex. 22 at !<,' Ex. 30 at UJ. The

Penthouse Phase lIl use of proceeds docum ent, found under the term  ûtlnvestor Funds Source and

Application'' in the business plan given to investors, stated Jay Peak would spend almost $28.1

million of that $32.5 million on construction of the Penthouse Suites hotel. Ex. 5 at JPI 2023.

lncluded in this amount was approximately $900,000 for cost overnms and approximately $2.8

million for construction supenision fees. 1d. The remaining $4.4 million was for the

accompanying recreation and learning centers and a café and bar (Jay Peak was to contribute

another $5 million). fJ. At most Jay Peak and the other Defendants could receive approximately

$3.7 million of that $32.5 million for their own use, which is broken down as follows: (a) as

construction costs were paid, the project developer could add 15 percent to construction-related

costs as a developer fee up to a maximum of $2.8 million; and (b) if there were cost overnms, the

developer could take up to $900,000 in investor funds. Id.

Yet the Defendants violated the use of proceeds document when Quiros and Q Resorts

misused almost all of the $32.5 million raised from Penthouse Phase l11 investors to pay down

Margin Loan lIl at Raymond James. Ex. 30 at V J. There was nothing in the use of proceeds

docum ent indicating the Defendants could spend investor funds on paying down a m argin loan.

1d.; Ex. 5 at JP1 2023.

The Phase lI1 Defendants also m isrepresented in the Penthouse Phase l1l limited

partnership agreem ent certain restrictions on the general partner's use of investor funds. Ex. 5 at

JP1 2084-85. The limited partnership agreement prohibited the Penthouse Phase 111 general

partner - Jay Peak GP Senrices and Stenger - from comm ingling investor funds, borrowing or

pledging them, or using them as collateral, without the consent of the investors. 1d; Ex.

!!#-./p, 12-19, and 24-25.. The Defendants violated those provisions in two ways:
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K First, Quiros and Q Resorts used Penthouse Phase l1l investor funds as collateral for

M argin Loan l1l and used almost al1 of the $32.5 million of investor funds on paying

down that margin loan between December 2010 and August 201 l . Ex. 30 at IJJ.

K Second, Quiros and Q Resorts violated the commingling provision of the limited

partnership agreement by putting a net amount of $4.5 million of Penthouse Phase ll1

investor f'unds into Q Resorts' Raymond James account, where they were mixed with

funds from Hotel Phase II. Ex. 30 at !J#.

C. Golf And M ountain Phase IV

Golf and Mountain Phase 1V, Jay Peak GP Services Golf, Jay Peak, and Stenger (and

Quiros and Q Resorts as the owners of Jay Peak) misrepresented in the Golf and Mountain Phase

IV use of proceeds docum ent how they would spend investor money. fx. 6 at JP1 30667,. Ex. 30

at IIJJ-J 7.

Ex. 30 at IJJJ.

given to investors stated Jay Peak would spend the $45 million raised from investors this way:

$22.8 million on the honeymoon cottages, $5.4 million on a retail center, almost $2.7 million on

a wedding chapel, $4 million on a café, $3.8 million on parking, $1.8 million for land,

approximately $3.4 million for supervision fees, and approximately $ 1. l million for supervision

expenses. fx. 6 at JPI 30667. Therefore, at most Jay Peak and the other Defendants could

Golf and Mountain Phase IV raised $45 million from 90 investors. fx. JJ at !<,'

The Golf and M ountain Phase IV use of proceeds docum ent in the business plan

receive approximately $6.3 million of the $45 million, which is broken down as follows: (a) after

the land sale was completed, Jay Peak (as the project developer) could charge $ 1.8 million', (b) as

construction costs were paid, the project developer could add 15 percent to constnlction-related

costs as supervision fees up to a maximum of $3.4 million; and (c) if the project developer

incurred construction expenses, it could take a maximum of $ 1 .1 million in supervision

expenses. 1d.

The Phase IV Defendants violated the use of proceeds document when Quiros and Q

Resorts used a net amount of $15.8 million of investor money to pay down M argin Loan ll1 at

Raymond James between May and November 201 1. fx. 30 at !(J& There was nothing in the

use of proceeds docum ent stating the Defendants could use investor funds to pay down a m argin

loan. fJ..' Ex. 6 at JP1 30667.

These sam e Defendants also m isrepresented in the Golf and M ountain Phase IV lim ited

partnership agreem ent the restrictions on the general partner's use of investor funds. #x. 6 at JPI
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30744-45,. Ex. 30 at SIIJJ'-J 7. The limited partnership agreement prohibited the Golf and

M ountain Phase IV general partner - Jay Peak JP Selwices Golf and Stenger - from

comm ingling investor funds, borrowing or pledging them , or using them as collateral, without

the consent of the investors. Ex. 6 at JP1 30744-45,. Ex. 76 at !!9-./p, 12-19, and 24-25. Yet the

Defendants violated these provisions by Quiros and Q Resol'ts using the funds as collateral for,

and to pay down, Margin Loan 111. Ex. 30 at 11Jd. They also commingled $34.3 million of Golf

and M ountain Phase IV funds by putting them into a JCM  account at Raym ond Jam es where

investor funds f'rom Phases IV through VII were deposited. fx. 30 at 5J7.

D. Lodze and Townhouses Phase V

Lodge and Townhouses Phase V, Jay Peak GP Selwices Lodge, Jay Peak, and Stenger

(and Quiros and Q Resorts as the owners of Jay Peak) misrepresented in the Lodge and

Townhouses Phase V use of proceeds docum ent how they would spend investor m oney. Ex. 7 at

60 of 31% Ex. 30 at !!tJ&47. Lodge and Townhouses Phase V raised $45 million from 90

investors. Ex. 22 at :6,. Ex. 30 at N J. The Lodge and Townhouses Phase V use of proceeds

document in the business plan given to investors stated Jay Peak would spend the $45 million

raised f'rom investors this way: $ 10.8 million on the vacation rental townhouses; $ 18.6 million on

vacation rental cottages, $7.2 million on ancillary facilities (a café, parking garage, tennis courts,

and an auditolium), about $ 1 million on parking, pathways, and working capital, $2.4 million for

the land sale, $3.5 million of management and supervision fees, and $1.5 million for supenision

expenses. Ex. 7 at 60 of 310. At most, Jay Peak and the other Defendants as the project

developer could take approximately $7.4 million of the $45 million, which is broken down as

follows: (a) after the land sale was completed, the project developer could charge approximately

$2.4 million', (b) as constnlction costs were paid, the project developer could add from 10 to 15

percent to construction-related costs as m anagem ent and supenision fees up to a m aximum of

$3.5 million; and (c) if the project developer incurred expenses, it could charge investors up to

approximately $1.5 million for miscellaneous expenses. 1d.

The Phase V Defendants violated the use of proceeds document when Quiros and Q

Resorts used at least $25.2 million of investor money to pay down Margin Loans l11 and IV at

Raymond James and to pay off M argin Loan 111. Fx. 30 at !J# and FN26. There was nothing in

the use of proceeds docum ent stating the Defendants could use investor money to pay down and

pay off margin loans. fx. 30 at !!JJ,W4p,' fx. 7 at 60 of310.
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These sam e Defendants also m isrepresented in the Lodge and Townhouses Phase 9:

lim ited partnership am eement the restrictions on the general partner's use of investor funds. The

lim ited partnership agreement prohibited the Lodge and Townhouses Phase V general partner -

Jay Peak JP Services Lodge and Stenger - from comm ingling investor funds, bolw wing or

pledging them, or using them as collateral, without the consent of the investors. fx. 7 at l3l of

310. Yet the Phase V Defendants violated these provisions when Quiros and Q Resorts pledged

partnership assets as collateral and when he paid down the two margin loans at Raymond James

and paid off Margin Loan 111. Ex. 30 at ::J&4p,. Ex. 76 at 5:#-./p, 12-19, and 24-25. They also

commingled $36 million of Phase V funds by putting them into a JCM account at Raymond

James where investor funds from Phases IV through VlI were deposited. fJ. at !4./.

E. Stateside Phase VI

Stateside Phase Vl, Jay Peak GP Services Stateside, Jay Peak, and Stenger (and Quiros

and Q Resorts as the owners of Jay Peak) misrepresented in the Stateside Phase V1 use of

proceeds document how they would spend investor money. Fx. J at JPI 4579,. Ex. 30 at !t:4J-

45. Stateside Phase V1 raised $67 million from 134 investors. Ex. 22 at 54) Ex. 30 at N J. The

Stateside Phase V1 use of proceeds docum ent in the business plan given to investors stated Jay

Peak would spend the $67 million raised from investors this way: approximately $22.5 million

on the vacation rental cottages; about $20.8 million on the Stateside hotel suites; $2.3 million on

the medical center', $7.3 million on the recreation center', about $4.2 million on miscellaneous

other expenses; $2.5 million for land; approximately $5.4 million in supelwision fees; and $2.2

million in supervision expenses. fx. J at JPI 4579. In addition, the project sponsor had to

contribute $20 million to the project. 1d. Upon completing construction, at most Jay Peak and

the other Defendants as the project developer could take $10. 1 million of the $67 million, broken

down as follows: (a) after the land sale was completed, the project developer could charge

approximately $2.5 million', (b) as constnlction costs were paid, the project developer could add

15 percent to construction-related costs as superdsion fees up to a maximum of $5.4

million; and (c) if the project developer incurred expenses, it could take $2.2 million in investor

funds as supenision expenses. 1d.

The Phase V1 Defendants violated the use of proceeds document when Quiros and Q

Resorts used $5.8 million of investor money to pay off M argin Loan 111, and up to $2.5 million

to pay down Margin Loan IV. fx. 30 at !!#J-4#. There was nothing in the use of proceeds
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docum ent indicating the Defendants could spend investor money on paying down or paying off

m argin loans. fJ..' Ex. 2 at JP1 45 79.

These same Defendants also misrepresented in the Stateside Phase V1 lim ited partnership

agreem ent the restrictions on the general partner's use of investor funds. Ex. 2 at JP1 4650-51.

The lim ited partnership agreem ent prohibited the Stateside Phase Vl general partner - Jay Peak

JP Services Stateside and Stenger - from com mingling investor funds, bonowing or pledging

them, or using them as collateral, without the consent of the investors. fJ. Yet these Defendants

violated these provisions by Quiros and Q Resol'ts pledging partnership assets as collateral and

by using investor funds to pay down and pay off margin loans. Ex. 30 at IJSJP and 43-44,. Ex. 76

at :5 9-10, 12-19, and 24-25. They also commingled $63 million of Phase Vl funds - almost all

of the money raised from investors for this project - by putting them into a JCM account at

Raymond James where investor funds from Phases IV through V1I were deposited. Id. at 54J.

Quiros' and the other Defendants' misuse and looting of investor funds have finally

caught up with them . The Defendants have nm out of investor m oney to com plete the Stateside

project due to their misappropriation and misuse of that money. Ex. 22 at !(N4-JJ,' Ex. 30 at

II/J-<J. The Defendants built the Stateside hotel in 2013, but are not anywhere close to

completing the remainder of the project - the vacation cottages, the medical center, and the

recreation center. Fx. JJ at SN 4-JJ. Based on the amount the Defendants have already spent

on building the vacation cottages, the m edical center, and the recreation center and the

Defendants' own f'uture cost estimates, they need at least another $26 million to tinish Stateside.

1d.,. Ex. 30 at !!<J-d.3. With al1 the commingling of funds and use of money for improper

purposes, including paying off the margin loan, as of Septem ber 30, 20l 5, the Stateside accounts

had only approximately $58,000 left in them. Fx. 30 at 54'J,. Ex. 22 at IJJ. lf the project is not

completed, investors cannot realize their prom ised return, and likely will lose a portion of their

principal and their opportunity to obtain pennanent p-een cards. Ex. 30 at !65.

1X. M ISREPRESENTATIONS AND OM ISSIONS IN BIOM EDICAL PHASE VlI

A. M isrepresentations And Om issions About The FDA Approval Process

Quiros, Stenger, Jay Peak, Biomedical Phase V1l, and AnC Bio Vermont GP Services

began offeling the Biom edical Phase Vl1 investm ent in November 2012. fx. 56 at AnC Bio 1l.

lt purportedly involves the construction of the biomedical research facility the Defendants will

use for several purposes. f#. at AnC Bio 20, 63, and 65-69. These include operating and leasing
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ûtclean rooms'' - facilities in pristine condition for medical research - conducting stem cell

research, and developing, m anufacturing, and distributing certain artiticial organs. fJ. at AnC

Bio 20, 63, and 65-69. Am ong the alliticial organs are a heart-lung m achine called T-PLS, an

artiticial kidney called C-PAK , and a liver replacem ent device called E-LIVER. 1d. at AnC Bio

20, 63, and 65-69.

From the start, the Biom edical Phase V11 offering has been rampant with fraud. The

oliginal offering materials projected the facility would be complete and operating in 2014. fx.

56 at AnC Bio 69. They forecasted the project would create 3,000 jobs and achieve more than

$306 million in annual revenue by 2018. 1d. at AnC Bio 63, 8l. However, the revenue

projections were baseless as discussed below, and the Biomedical Phase V11 offering documents

m ade significant misrepresentations and m aterial om issions regarding FDA approval of the

products the facility was to develop and manufacture. fx. 66, Jindra Report, at !J!J2./-4,/ and

accompanying exhibits. Moreover, practically from the beginning, Quiros started siphoning tens

of millions of dollars from this project. Fx. Jp at !!#&J9 and accompanying exhibits.

The success of the biom edical research facility was highly dependent on FDA approval

of the products, as the products requiring FDA approval accounted for 67%  to 100%  of the

facility's projected annual revenue from 2014 through 2018. Ex. 66 at 5./.9. Without FDA

approval, Biomedical Phase V1l could not market and sell the vast majority of the products it

proposed to develop and manufacture in the United States. 1d. at !F #-J#. Thus, any delay or

failure to obtain FDA approval would dram atically reduce the scope of the research center and

the projected revenues. f#.

The Phase V1l Defendants knew their products required FDA approval. Ex. 66 at !?#;

Ex. 56 at AnC Bio 80-81, 249, and 251,. Ex. 32 at l8l 1,.22 to l82 1..25. The offering m aterials

indicated the project Siplans on developing, producing, and marketing the products . . . once FDA

approval is obtained.'' Ex.56 at AnC Bio 80. The FDA review and approval process depends on

the type of medieal device, but generally the process can take years between pre-submission

steps such as development of the product, clinical studies and testing, and discussions with the

FDA. Fx. 66 at !J!J./4-./*. The Defendants were aware of this fact also. Ex. 32 at l81 L .22 to

For example, the business plan in the

Biom edical Phase Vl1 offering m aterials indicated its developm ent, testing, and other pre-

submission steps for the stem cell products alone would take 3% years. Fx. 66 at !JJ and FN12.
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Despite the Defendants' knowledge of the lengthy FDA process, the Biomedical Phase

V11 offeling documents misrepresented the status of the process. Fx. 66 at !!./#-J.5. ln an

infonnation sheet attached to the PPM , the Defendants stated that the T-PLS device was

ttcurrently under process of US FDA approval.'' Ex. 56 at AnC Bio 249. ln the sam e document,

the offering materials indicated the C-PAK system was ûtcurrently under progress of US FDA

These statem ents were patently false, as when the Defendants m ade them , they had not

submitted the T-PLS device, the C-PAK system , or any Biom edical Phase VI1 product to the

FDA for approval. Ex. 32 at 184 L. 18 to 186 L.ll, 2l3 L. 10 to 214 1..22, 220 L.l5 to 221 L. 16,

and 230 L.4-15; Ex. 20 at 41 7 1u.22 to 4l8 L.1. Stenger and Quiros were fully aware of this fact.

Jp at 41 7 L .22 to 4l8 L.1,. Ex. 13 at 461 1,.5-13 and 462 L .5-12. At the tim e the Defendants

distributed the Biom edical Phase V1l offering materials in 2012 and 2013, Stenger was heading

up the company's FDA approval efforts. Ex. 32 at l84 L. 18 to l86 L.1l, 213 L.10 to 214 1,.22,

220 L.15 to 22l L.16, and 230 L.4-l5; Ex. 20 at 41 7 1,.22 to 4l8 L.1. Stenger knew f'u11 well that

the only contact he had had with the FDA prior to 2012 consisted of two isolated em ail

exchanges in June 2010 and February 201 l , and a telephone call in 2010. fx. 66 at TIJJ-JJ and

accompanying exhibits; Ex. 67, June 2010 emails. These exchanges were about Biomedical

Phase V 11 contacting the FDA only to get m ore inform ation on and discuss the review and

approval process. fx. 66 at ISJJ-JJ and accompanying exhibits; Ex. 67.

Thus, there was no truth to the statem ents that the Biom edical Phase V1l products had

been submitted to the FDA. #x. 32 at l84 L.l8 to 186 L.l1, 213 L.10 to 2l4 1,.22, 220 L.15 to

ln fact, to date, more than three years after that m isrepresentation, the company has still not

subm itted any products to the FDA for its review and approval. #x. Jp at 41 7 1,.22 to 418 L . l,.

13 at 461 1,.5-13 and 462 L.5-l2. Even Stenger has acknowledged the statem ents in the

offering materials were misleading. Fx. 32 at 221 1..5-16 and 229 L.l4 to 230 L.3.

In addition to overseeing Biomedical Phase Vll's FDA efforts, Stenger, in his role as

principal of the Biomedical Phase Vl1 general partner, had ultimate authority over the contents of

the Phase Vll offering materials, and reviewed and approved them . Ex. 32 at 19l L.11-1 7, 200

Quiros, as the other
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principal of Biomedical Phase Vll's general partner, also reviewed and approved the Phase V11

offering m aterials, and had ultimate authority over them . Ex. 13 at 270 L.23 to 271 L.1.

B. Baseless Revenue Proiections

The Biomedical Phase VI1 offering materials also contained revenue projections that

were baseless because, among other things, they contemplated the company realizing revenue

from its products before its facilities were operational and before the company received FDA

approval. Ex. 66 at !!J 7-34 and 43-51 and accompanying exhibits. The offering documents,

dated November 2012, included a business plan that stated operations at the Velnnont facilities -

where the company said a11 its research and product development would take place - would

begin by April 15, 2014. Ex. 66 at V & Ex. 56 at AnC Bio 69., Ex. 20 at 425 L.1 7 to 426 L.9. ln

other words, that was the date by which Biomedical would begin developing and testing its

products. Ex. 66 at !J& Ex. 56 at AnC Bio :.9*, Ex. 20 at 425 L. 1 7 to 426 L.9. Despite that,

Biom edical Phase Vll's offeling m aterials stated the com pany would begin realizing product

revenue the very same year, and almost $660 million in revenue from 2015-201 8. Fx. 66 at

!(!./J, 19 and 29., Ex. 56 at AnC Bio 8l.

However, a separate schedule contained in the business plan shows those projections to

be without any basis. Fx. 66 at TSJP-JJ. The September 201 1 schedule, which not a11 investors

received, showed a much longer timetable for revenue realization. ld. Taking into account that

Biomedical Phase VIl could not start developing and testing its products until April 2014 when

its facilities would be operational, and the years needed to get FDA approval, the September

201 1 schedule showed Phase V11 eould only realistieally realize 20 to 33 percent of the revenue

the Defendants projected to investors in the offering materials. 1d. The schedule also showed

Biomedical Phase V11 could not begin realizing revenues on its products until much later than its

offering documents showed - in some cases as late as 2018 instead of 2014 or 2015. 1d. Thus,

Biomedical Phase Vll's own documents show its revenue projections were wildly overstated. Id.

C. Further M isrepresentations And M isappropriation Of Phase VlI Investor M onev

The Biom edical Phase V1l use of proceeds docum ent given to investors also

misrepresented how Jay Peak, the general partner of Phase V11 (AnC Bio Vermont GP Services),

Stenger, Quiros, and Q Resorts would spend investor money. Fx. 56 at AnC Bio 68,. Ex. 57 at

AIIC Bio 6743,' Ex. 30 at !!4&J#. Furthenuore, as with the previous Phases, the Phase V11

limited partnership agreement misrepresented the restlictions on how the same Defendants could
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use investGr money. Ex. 56 at AnC Bio 101-102., Ex. 57 at AnC Bio 6782-83,. Ex. 30 at !!4&J#.

The use of proceeds docum ent, contained in the Biomedical Phase V1l business plan,

spelled out how the Defendants would use Phase V11 investor funds: $63.2 million on

constnlction of the clean rooms, $ 10 million on distribution and marketing rights for the medical

devices, $15.6 million on working capital, $400,000 on parking and access roads, $2.1 million on

desir , architecture, and engineering, $6 million for land, approximately $9.5 million in

supervision fees, and approximately $3.2 million in supervision expenses. Ex. 56 at AnC Bio 68.

ln addition, the project sponsor must contribute $8 million to the project. Upon the project

being fully ftmded and completed, at most Jay Peak and the other Defendants as project

developer could take approximately $ 18.7 million of the $ l l 0 million, broken down as follows:

(a) after the land sale was completed, the project developer could charge $6 million; (b) as

construction costs were paid, the project developer could add 15 percent to construction-related

costs as supervision fees up to a maximum of $9.5 million; and (c) if the project developer

incurred expenses, it could take up to approximately $3.2 million for supervision expenses. 1d.

The Defendants cannot charge construction supervision fees on any other category of costs

besides construction of the clean rooms. 1d.; Ex. 30 at FN4l. As of September 30, 2015, at best

only approximately $2 million of these construction supervision fees had been earned. fx. Jp at

:1JJ5 and 60.

The Phase V11 limited partnership agreem ent contained nearly identical restricticms on

the general partner's use of funds as the limited partnership agreements in earlier phases. Ex. 56

at AnC Bio 101-102., Ex. 57 at AnC Bio 6782-83. Quiros and Stenger, and principals of AnC Bio

Venncmt GP Senices, could not comm ingle investor funds, and could not bonow, collateralize,

or pledge investor funds to non-approved uses without the consent of the investors. f#; Ex. 76 at

$$ #-7p, 12-19, and 24-25. Biomedical Phase V11, Jay Peak, Stenger, Quiros, Q Resorts, and

AnC Bio Verm ont GP Senices rer larly violated the use of proceeds docum ent and limited

partnership agreem ents when they pilfered tens of millions of dollars of investor funds for a

variety of improper expenses: (Ex. 30 at !!4(h'-6p.)

K $18.2 million towards paying off Margin Loan IV at Raymond James, which the

brokerage tirm had called due; (Ex. 30 at 176)

K $4.2 million for corporate taxes to the 1RS and State of Venuont; (Id. at IJ/,I

K $10.7 million to back Quiros' personal line of credit, out of whieh he used $6 million
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more for personal income taxes, $ 1.4 million to pay purported returns to investors in

earlier projects, and $3.5 million to pay Stateside construction vendors; 1d. at jjl.5p and

57-58)

* $2.2 million to purchase a Trump Place condominium for Quiros in New York; (fJ. at

1$9,9

K $7 million to purchase Q Burke resort; (Id. at 48)

K $7.9 million to Northeast for purported construction supervision fees when little

constnlction has taken place; (1d. at !!7J, J5, and 60) and

* $6 million for the sale of seven acres of land for the research facility from GSl to

Biomedical Phase Vl1 in December 2012. 1d. at !5J,. Fx. 68, Land Appraisal; Ex. 69,

Purchase and Sale Agreement between GS1 and Biomedical Phase V11,. and Ex. 70,

Purchase by GS1 This $6 million price represents a huge markup on the land from the

price at which Quiros (through GS1) purchased it just 1 8 months earlier', in fact Quiros

bought a 25-acre tract (of which the seven acres were a pal't) for $3.15 million in July

201 1. 1d. The seven-acre parcel Quiros sold (tluough) GSI to Biomedical Phase VlI for

$6 million was appraised as of December 2012 at only $620,000. Furthermore, the

property deed showing transfer of ownership to Biomedical Phase V1I has not been

recorded. 1d.

1. Pavinz OffMargin Loan IV

As discussed above, Raymond James insisted that Quiros pay off the $19 million balance

of M argin Loan lV. Ex. 42 at 43 L.18 to 44 L.1 7,' Ex. 13 at 438 1,.25 to 440 L.3. ln response, in

March 2014, Quiros paid off Margin Loan IV using more than $ 1 8 million of Biomedical Phase

V1l ftmds. fx. 13 at 438 1..25 to 440 L.3; Ex. 42 at 49 L.3 to 50 L.2l,. Ex. 30 Ex. 30 at IJIJJ and

At that tim e, Biomedical Phase VlI had an ap eement with an aftiliated Korean tinn, AnC

Biopharm, to provide equipment and engineering selwices as part of $63.2 million category of

costs called Biomedical Research Clean Rooms. Ex. 30 at FN41 and Ex. OO. As the Clean

Rooms were paid for and constructed, the Phase V11 project manager (Northeast) could charge a

fee of 15 percent of the kkconstruction supervision costs'' plus tive percent for tssupervision

expenses.'' Ex. 30 at FN4l and Ex. 00,. Ex. 56 at AnC Bio 68,. and Ex. 57 at AnC Bio 6743.

Accordingly, from approxim ately February 20l 3 through approxim ately October 2014,

JCM  subm itted a series of false invoices for Clean Room  and other costs. Fx. 71. JCM  received
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$47 million of Biomedical Phase VlI investor funds in retulm. Ex. 30 at 17.9. Quiros did not use

a vast majority of the investor f'unds JCM received for their intended purpose (construction

costs). Fx. 30 at !J# and FN47. lnstead, he used the money to pay $4.2 million in JCM taxes

and another $ 10.7 million as pa14 of the collateral for a personal line of credit at Citibank. Ex. 30

at !!7p-J7 and 57-58. Out of this line of credit, Quiros paid approximately $6 million of his

personal taxes (this payment went through GS1), approximately $3.5 million for Stateside Phase

V1 construction vendors, and approximately $ l .4 million of alleged returns to investors in Phases

lI1-Vl. fJ. at IJI7t? and 57-58.

To mask this misuse of investor funds as well as his use of $7 million from M argin Loan

IV to purchase Q Burke, Quiros had JCM pay off the margin loan in March 2014 using $18.2

million of the Biom edical Phase Vl1 investor funds JCM  had received through the fraudulent

invoices. Fx. 13 at 438 1..25 to 440 L.3; Ex. 42 at 49 L.3 to 50 L.21,. Ex. 30 at :5 48 and 56.

2. Taxes To The 1RS And The State Of Vermont

Quiros used $4.2 million in Biomedical Phase Vl1 investor funds to pay a portion of

JCM 'S income taxes to the 1RS and the State of Vermont in 2013. Fx. 30 at IJJ.

3. The Citibank Line Of Credit

ln 2015, Quiros secured a more than $ 1 5 million personal line of credit with Citibarlk,

which he then backed with more than $ 10.7 million of Biomedical Phase V1l investor funds he

had sent from Phase Vl1 to JCM . fx. JJ at IJIJJJ-J 7,' Ex. 30 at 5!542 and 57-58. For each dollar

of the line of credit Quiros used, Citibank held a corresponding amount of the investor funds.

fx. 13 at 3 76 L.3 to 3 77 L.ll. Therefore the investor funds were not available to JCM  or any

entity to use on Biomedical Phase V1l construction costs until Quiros paid down the loan. 1d.

Quiros had falsely claimed to Citibank that none of the funds backing the account belonged to

JCM 'S custom ers, such as Biom edical Phase V11. Ex. 72, JCM  Bttsiness Deposit Account

Application to Citibank, at 21.

Around April 2015, Quiros transferred approximately $ 10.7 million of Biomedical Phase

VlI investor f'unds as collateral for the personal line of credit. Fx. JJ at ITJJ-J 7,. Ex. 30 at l!7p

and 57-58. He subsequently used the line to pay approximately $6 million of his personal taxes

(he ftmneled the payment through GSl), approximately $3.5 million to Stateside Phase Vl

construction vendors, and approximately $ 1 .4 million of purported retul'ns to investors in Phases

l1I-Vl. Ex. 30 at !!Jt?-.5'./ and 57-58. As a result, Quiros used nearly all of the $10.7 million in
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Biomedical Phase Vll investor funds he transferred to baek the line of credit. Ex. 30 at !!Jp-J./

and 57-58. These ftmds are therefore not available for use on the Biomedical Phase Vl1 project

unless Quiros comes up with $ 10.7 million to pay down the line of credit. Ex. 13 at 376 L.3 to

3 77 L.11.

4. The Trump Place Luxurv Condominium

On April 12, 2013, Quiros transferred $3 million in Biomedical Phase V1l investor funds

to GSI. Ex. 30 at !##. Six weeks later, on May 30, 2013, he used $2.2 million of that money to

buy a luxury condominium at Trump Place in New York City.

5. O Burke Mountain Resort

Q Burke is the owner of the Burke Mountain Resort, a ski resort in East Burke, Vermont,

which is the site of another EB-5 offering that Quiros is promoting called Q Burke Mountain

Resort. fx. 39,. Ex. 73 at 1,' Ex. 74,. Ex. 22 at 156-(% Quiros and Stenger are trying to raise $98

million from the Q Burke EB-5 offering, and to date have raised approximately $53 million. Ex.

22 at !1/-7. As described above, Quiros improperly used approximately $7 million from the last

margin loan (collateralized by investor funds) to purchase Q Burke. Ex. :4*.

subsequently used approximately $ 1 8.2 million of Biomedical Phase V1l investor funds as part

of the $ 19 million pay off of this margin loan (to replace in pa14 the ftmds he had spent to buy Q

Burke). 1d. at 5J6.

6. Misrepresentations To The State Of Vermont

To attem pt to cover up their extensive m isappropriation and misuse of investor funds, the

Biom edical Phase V11 Defendants have m isrepresented to State of Verm ont regulators how they

have been spending investor funds. #x. JJ at !!J4-JJ. ln documents they provided to state

ofticials in M arch 2015, the Defendants claim they have sent $24.5 million to an aftiliated

Korean 51411 for equipment, distribution, and marketing rights. 1d. at F J. Those same

documents further state that Biomedical Phase VlI has $2 1 million of investor f'unds in operating

accounts. 1d. at !J<. However, tinancial records for JCM, Biomedical Phase V1l, AnC Bio

Vennont GP Selwices, and the project sponsor show the Defendants have at most sent $8 million

to the Korean fil'm and have nowhere near $2 l million in Phase Vl1 accounts. f#. at IIJAJJ.

D. The Status Of Biom edical Phase V1I

As of September 30, 2015, Quiros, Stenger, Biomedical Phase Vl1, Jay Peak, and Q

Resorts had raised at least $83 million from Biomedical Phase V1l investors. Fx. 30 at !JJ. Of
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this amount, the Defendants have taken $69 million, while the remaining $ 14 million remains in

escrow. Ex. 30 at !d4) and FN5; Ex. 22 at I#J. However, they have done very little work on the

project - just site preparation and minimal groundbreaking. Ex. 22 at IJJJ. ln total, they have

spent only approximately $10 million of the $69 million on Biomedical Phase V11 vendors and

related project costs. Ex. 30 at !J<p and FN47.

Biomedical Phase V1l documents show the company needs an additional $84 million to

complete the project. Ex. 30 at !/4. However, there is only about $5.2 million remaining in

non-escrow accounts associated with the Biomedical Phase V1l project, and the aforementioned

$14 million in escrow. Ex. 30 at jg$4'p-é7 and FN5. Furthennore, the Defendants can only raise

an additional $27 million from new Biomedical Phase Vl1 investors before the offering is f'ully

subscribed. 1d. at !./4. Hence, with only $41 million in available funds but at least $84 million

in expenses remaining, the Defendants are at least $43 million short of the funds needed to

complete the research facility. 1d. at 564. As with the Stateside Phase V1 project, if Biomedical

Phase Vll is not completed - and the project appears in p-ave danger of not being built - the 166

investors who have already m ade their investm ent will not realize their promised return, will

likely lose their investm ents, and will likely lose their opportunity to obtain penuanent green

cards. 1d. at !éJ'.

X. THE DEFENDANTS' CONTINUED FUNDM ISING

The Defendants continue to raise money through additional EB-5 projects and

Biom edieal Phase V11. #x. 13 at 271 L. 7 to 272 L.5; Ex. 20 at 400 L.20-22, 406 L.l-l5, 408 L .4-

7, and 43l L.21 to 432 L.11. As discussed above, Quiros, with Stenger's assistance, continues to

solicit investors for the $98 million Q Burke project. Ex. 13 at 271 1..23 to 272 L.3; Ex. 20 at

406 L. 1-15 and 43l L.2l to 432 L.l1. The Defendants also continue to solicit new investors for

the rem aining subscriptions available in Biom edical Phase Vll. Ex. 13 at 27l L. 7 to 272 L.5,. Ex.

20 at 400 L.20-22, 406 L.l-15, 408 L .4-7, and 43l L.21 to 432 L.l1; Ex. 22 at !(!g&#.

To that end, Stenger and the other mem bers of the Jay Peak organization regularly travel

around the world in search of new investors. Ex. 22 at $5:-.9,. Ex. 20 at 403 L. 19 to 405 L.l 7

and 406 L. 1-15,. Ex. 13 at 27l L.14 to 272 L.8. ln the last few months, Stenger and others

(including Quiros on occasion), have traveled to Vietnam, Dubai, lstanbul, Hong Kong,

Singapore, and South America. 1d. The Defendants also make presentations in this country,

including at recent immigration conferences and events in Las Vegas and Dallas. Ex. 22 at !././,'
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Ex. 20 at 402 L.18 to 403 L.l8.

At these events and in other solicitations, the Defendants continue to m ake

misrepresentations and omissions to investors. Fx. The State of Verm ont directed

Biom edical Phase VI1 to stop raising money in June 2014 due to questions over its offering

materials. Ex. 22 at !g6. Ultimately, the Biomedical Phase Vl1 defendants began soliciting new

investors with revised offering matelials in 2015, but were not allowed to have new invested

funds released from escrow until they com pleted a tinancial review, which they have not

completed. at !!/ and 41-42. Those revised offering materials still contain

misrepresentations and omissions. Ex. 57 at AnC Bio 6743-44, 6762, and 6782-83,. Ex. 66 at

11114.3-5./.

The m ost glaring example is the fact that the revised offering materials do not mention

the signiticant shortfall in funds needed to complete the biom edical research facility, as well as

the misuse and m isappropriation of investor funds detailed in this Com plaint. Ex. 57. ln

addition, the revised offering documents continue to project that Biomedical Phase V1l will start

realizing revenue as soon as this year for some of its products, and will realize more than $600

million in revenues by 2020 - even though Biom edical Phase V11 is years away both from

obtaining FDA approval for its products and completing the research facility (and in fact does

not currently have the money to build the facility). Fx. J7 at AnC Bio 6743-44, 6762, and 6782-

83,' Ex. 66 at !!4J-JJ. Thus, Quiros, Stenger, and the other Phase VII Defendants continue to

put new investor money as well as existing investor ftmds at risk.

Moreover, Quiros wants to raise at least another $400 million from investors through

future EB-5 offerings and is planning on using f'unds from these new offerings to help complete

Phases Vl and V1l. Ex. 13 at 307 L.22 to 308 L.9, 3l1 L.13-20, and 3l2 L.6 to 3l4 L .10,. Ex. 78,

Jan. 2, 2014 emailh'om Kelly to Quiros at JP1 110359 (stating $23 million for Stateside Phase

V1 completion to comefrom ncw project).

Xl. M EM O RANDUM  OF LAW

A. Standard for Obtaininz a Tem porarv Restraininz Order

Section 20(b) of the Securities Act, l 5 U.S.C. j 77t, and Section 21(d) of the Exchange

Act, 15 U.S.C. # 78u(d), provide that in Commission actions the Coul't shall grant injunctive

relief upon a proper showing.

tiproper showing'' has been desclibed as dka justitiable basis for believing, derived from
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reasonable inquiry or other credible infonnation, that such a state of facts probably existed as

reasonably would lead the SEC to believe that the defendants were engaged in violations of the

statutes involved.'' SEC v. Gcn. 1nt 1 Loan Netvvork, Inc., 770 F. Supp. 678, 688 (D.D.C. 1991).

The Commission is entitled to a temporary restraining order if it establishes (1) a prima

facie case showing the Defendants have violated the securities laws, and (2) a reasonable

likelihood they will repeat the wrong. Shiner, 268 F. Supp. 2d at 1340. The Comm ission

appears Cdnot as an ordinary litigant, but as a statutory guardian charged with safeguarding the

public interest in enforcing the seculities laws.'' SEC v. Lauer, 03-80612-ClV-MARRA, 2008

WL 4372896 (S.D. Fla. Sept. 24, 2008) aff'd, 478 Fed. Appx. 550 (1 1th Cir. 2012). The

Commission therefore faces a lower burden than a private litigant when seeking an injunction,

and need not meet the requirements for an injunction imposed by traditional equity

jurisprudence. Hecht Co. v. Bowles, 32 1 U.S. 32 1 , 331 (1 944)., SEC v. J I'FL Korth (:Q Co., 991 F.

Supp. 1468, 1472 (S.D. Fla. 1998). Unlike private litigants, the Commission need not

demonstrate irreparable hann or the unavailability of an adequate rem edy at law. Hecht, 321

U.S. at 33 l ; J lrz: Korth, 991 F. Supp. at 1473. Nor is it required to show a balance of equities in

its favor. SEC v. US. Pension Trust Corp., 07-22570-C1V-M ART1NEZ, 2010 W L 3894082

(S.D. Fla. Sept. 30, 2010) affd sub nom.; SEC v. U.S. Pension Trust Corp., 444 Fed. Appx. 435

(11th Cir. 201 1).

The Commission's evidence in this case warrants entry of the requested injunctive relief

on al1 applicable grounds. The declarations, testimony transcripts, bank and brokerage records,

private placem ent mem oranda, and other exhibits attached to this m otion demonstrate that the

defendants are violating the antifraud provisions of the federal securities laws, and will continue

to violate them if the Court does not immediately restrain and enjoin them.

B. The Com m ission H as Established Prima Facie Violations Of The Securities Laws

The Commission has met its burden of establishing a prima facie showing of violations of

the seculities laws as alleged in the Com plaint and this m otion.

1. The Offered Investments are Securities

The offering m aterials the Defendants provided to investors identify the limited

partnership interests as investments and securities. See, e.g., Ex. 3 at JP1 l51 7-24,. Ex. 4 at JP1

l 72% Ex. 5 at JP1 1971 and 1988,' Ex. 6 at JP1 30615 and 30612. Their own characterization of

these investments as subject to the federal seculities laws is sufticient to characterize them as
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securities w'here, as here, there are ttno countervailing factors that would gleadl a reasonable

person to question this characterization.'' Diaz Vicente v. Obenauer, 736 F. Supp. 679, 693 (E.D.

Va. 1990) (quoting Reves v. Ernst (f Young, 494 U.S. 56, 68 (1990)).

M oreover, the limited partnership interests are investm ent contracts and therefore

securities covered under the federal securities laws. Section 2(a)(1) of the Securities Act and

Section 3(a)(10) of the Exchange Act detine ûtsecurity'' to include, among other things,

ûûinvestment contracts.'' Although the tenu ûtinvestment contract'' is not defined in these statutes,

the Supreme Coul't has detined the tenn to mean: (1) an investment of money; (2) in a common

enterprise; (3) with the expectation of profits to come solely from the efforts of others. SEC v.

I'1: J Howey Co., 328 U.S. 293, 298-99 (1946).

Here, the investments satisfy a1l three elem ents of the Howey test. First, money was

invested. The second elem ent, comm on enterprise, is also satistied by the existence of either

horizontal commonality (a pooling of investor funds and interests) or vertical commonality (the

fortunes of the investor are linked with those of the promoter). The Eleventh Circuit requires

only a showing of ilbroad vertical comm onality.'' SEC v. Unique Financial Concepts, 196 F.3d

at 1 195, l 199-1200 (1 1th Cir. l 999). Here, a common enterprise exists under both horizontal

and vertical comm onality. Horizontal comm onality is m et because investor f'unds were pooled.

Even though each project was a separate offering, within each offering the Defendants pooled all

funds from investors in that offering, purportedly to build each project. Thus, the fortunes of the

investors in each EB-5 project were joined by combining their money and sharing protits

generated from the underlying EB-5 projects. Broad vertical commonality exists because the

investors were dependent for their protits on the efforts and expertise of Stenger, Quiros, and the

Defendant companies to build and operate the projects.

The tinal elem ent of the Howey test requires that the investors' retunzs be derived solely

1 The Eleventhfrom  the entrepreneurial or m anagerial efforts of others
. Howey, 328 U .S. at 298.

Circuit traditionally looks at ûûthe amount of control that investors retainled over their

' Rejecting a ttliteral application'' of the tllird element, ûtsolely from the efforts of others,'' the Fifth
circuit, in sEC v. Koscot Interplanetary, Inc., 497 F.2d 473, 477 (5th Cir. l 974), adopted the standard
tablished in SEC v. Turner, 474 F.2d 476, 482 (9t1' Cir 1973): ûswhether the efforts made by those otherCS .

than the investor are the undeniably significant ones, those essential managerial efforts which affect the

failure or success of the enterprise.'' 1d.
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investmentj under their written agreements,'' as well as the actual ability of the investors to

manage their investments, in detenuining whether the investm ent m eets the third prong of the

Howey test. Unique Financial Concepts, 196 F.3d at 1201 . Here, the Defendants had exclusive

control over how the investors' funds were used. lnvestors had no control over how the projects

were developed or how the Defendants spent the money they had invested. Nor did investors

have any role in m anaging the ski resort, conferenee and recreation centers, lodging, and

amenities that constituted the underlying EB-5 projects. Finally, although investors participate in

the EB-5 program to obtain a p'een card, they also expect to receive returns on their investm ents.

See Section V above. ln fact, the Defendants touted projected retulms to investors. 1d.

Therefore, this element of the H owey test is m et. Because these investm ents satisfy the elements

of an investm ent contract, they are securities.

The Defendants Have Violated Section l 7(a) qf the Securities Act and
Section 10+) and Rule 10b-5 ofthe Exchanze Act

Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5 render it unlawful, in connection with

the purchase or sale or seculities, to: (a) employ any device, scheme, or artitice to defraud; (b)

make any untrtze statement or omission of material fact; or (c) engage in any act, practice, or

course of business which operates or would operate as a fraud or deceit on any person, in

connection with the purchase or sale of any security. 15 U.S.C. j 78j(b)', 17 C.F.R. j 240.10b-5.

The Commission must also establish scienter and that the violations were made while using any

means or instnzm entality of interstate comm erce. SEC v. Corporate Relations Group, No. 6:99-

cv-1222, 2003 WL 255701 13 at *7 (M.D. Fla. March 28, 2003). For the Commission's case,

reliance, dam ages, and loss causation are not required elem ents. SEC v. M organ Keegan tf Co.,

678 F.3d 1233, 1244 (11th Cir. 2012).

Section 17(a) of the Securities Act makes it unlawful to engage in certain conduct

ûûdirectly or indirectly'' in ûtthe offer or sale of seculities.'' 15 U.S.C. j 77q(a). Specifically,

Section 17(a)(1) prohibits ûtemploygingq any device, scheme, or artitice to defraud; Section

17(a)(2) prohibits ttobtainging! money or property by means of any untrue statement of a material

fact or any gmaterialj omissioni'' and Section l7(a)(3) prohibits ûtengaglingj in any transaction,

practice, or course of business which operates or would operate as a fraud or deceit upon the

purchaser.'' 15 U.S.C. j 77q(a)(1)-(3). A showing of scienter is required under Section 17(a)(1),

but Sections 17(a)(2) and (a)(3) only require a showing of negligence. Aaron v. SEC, 446 U.S.
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680, 697 (1980).

The antifraud provisions also reach beyond misrepresentations or om issions and

encompass any wrongdoing by any person that rises to the level of a deceptive practice.

Superintendent oflnsurance v. Bankers Zt/'c and Casualty Co., 404 U.S. 6, 10 (1971)., see also ln

the Matter ofcady, Roberts (j: Co., 40 S.E.C. 907, 91 3 (1961) (the Commission has held that the

subdivisions of Rule 10b-5, as well as Securities Act j17(a), should be considered itmutually

supporting''). A defendant engages in a fraudulent scheme in violation of the antifraud

provisions of the securities laws and violates Section 17(a)(1) and (3) and Rule 10b-5(a) and (c)

when he comm its any m anipulative or deceptive act or acts that are part of a fraudulent or

deceptive course of conduct, or are in furtherance of a scheme to defraud. SEC v. Huff 758 F.

Supp. 2d 1288, 1347-48 (S.D. Fla. 2010). To state a claim based on conduct violating these

provisions, the Commission must establish: (1) the defendant committed a deceptive or

manipulative act; (2) in furtherance of the alleged scheme to defraud; (3) with scienter. In re

Alstom SA Securities Litigation, 406 F. Supp. 2d 433, 474 (S.D.N.Y. 2005) (citing In re Global

Crossing, 322 F. Supp. 2c1 3 l 9, 336 (S.D.N.Y. 2004:.

(i) M isrepresentations and Omissions

As discussed aboven the Defendants in Phases 11-VI1 have made numerous material

misrepresentations and omissions to investors, including: (i) misrepresenting how they would

spend investor funds in Phases 11 through Vl1 while in fact spending them : to pay off, pay down,

and collateralize margin loans; on commingling money with other projects,', and on Quiros'

2 ii) omitting in Hotel Phase 11 offering matelials distributed after Septembermisappropriation; (

2008 to disclose to investors that they had improperly spent investor funds on Quiros' acquisition

.3 iii) misrepresenting that Stenger (the sole member of the general partners for theof Jay Peak, (

tirst six Jay Peak offerings) had control over investor funds when, in fact, he violated the limited
.4

partnership agreements by letting Quiros have exclusive authority over investor funds, (iv)

misrepresenting the status of FDA approval process for Biomedical Phase Vll's m edical

2 S Sections Vll V11l and IX above.CC , ,

3 
.% section VI above.ee

4 See Sections V1
, 
V1ll, and IX above.
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.5 z king baseless revenue and income projections for Biomedical Phase Vl1'6 anddevices
, (s) ma ,

(vi) omitting to disclose their massive misuse and misappropriation of virtually all Biomedical

' i estor funds in the revised offering m aterials.?Phase VIl s nv

As discussed in detail aboven there is no doubt that each of the statem ents set forth in the

preceding paragraph was an untrue statem ent or an omission of material fact. Each offeling

docum ent stated specifically in the source and use of funds docum ent how the Defendants in that

offering intended to spend investor money. Exs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 56, and 57. As further set forth

above, the Defendants did not spend the m oney in the m anner in which they represented. For

example, Quiros, Q Resorts, Jay Peak, Stenger, Hotel Phase 11, and Jay Peak Management a1l

participated in spending investor f'unds improperly on Quiros' purchase of Jay Peak f'rom MSSI.

Furtherm ore, the Defendants in each of the individual offerings as set forth in the

individual counts in Section Xl1 of the Complaint participated in spending investor funds on the

margin loans in Phases 11-V1, and on the margin loans and Quiros' misappropriation in

Biom edical Phase V1l. The Biom edical Phase Vl1 defendants blatantly misrepresented that the

FDA approval process was ûtin process'' or Sûin progress,'' when they had made no submission to

the FDA. See Section IX above. All of the Defendants in Phases ll-Vl m isstated that Stenger, as

the principal of the general partner in each offering, had control over investor funds, when the

facts show that he gave Quiros total control over investor funds in each offering by transferling

them to Raymond James' accounts under Quiros' sole control. See Sections VI-IX above. For

the same reasons, the statements by the Defendants in each offering's limited partnership

agreem ent were false. Exs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 56, and 57. The restrictions on the general partner's

authority in each of those agreem ents simply did not exist, as demonstrated by the Defendants'

actions.

Al1 of these actions, and all of the Defendants in Phases 1l-Vll, violated Section 17(a)(2)

of the Securities Act in that they lçobtaingedq money or property by means of any untrue

statement of a material fact or any gmaterialq omission.'' l 5 U.S.C. j 77q(a)(2). The

misrepresentations and om issions listed above each enabled the Defendants to fraudulently

5 5- Section IX above.cc

6 i Ix above.See Sect on

7 S tion x above.see ec
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persuade investors to invest in Phases 1l-V1I. Furthennore, the six misstatem ents and om issions

listed above violated Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5(b) of the Exchange Act in that they
8

constituted untnle statem ents or omissions of material fact or m aterial om issions.

Under Janus Capital Group, Inc. v. First Derivative Traders, 13 l S. Ct. 2296, 2302

(201 1), only the Etmaker'' of a misstatement is may be directly liable under Section 10(b) and

9 iû-f'he maker'' is ûûthe person or entity with ultimate authority over the statement,Rule 10b-5(b).

including its content and whether and hOw to communicate it.'' ld. M ore than one person or

entity m ay have authority over a statem ent and therefore may be considered the m aker of a false

statement or responsible for a material omission. City ofpontiac Gen. Employees ' Retirement

Sys. v. Lockheed Martin Corp., 875 F. Supp. 2d 359, 374 (S.D.N.Y. 2012) (Janus ûûhas no

bearing on how corporate ofticers who work together in the same entity can be held jointly

responsible on a theory of prim ary liability. It is not inconsistent with Janus to presum e that

multiple people in a single corporation have the joint authority'' to ûtmake'' a misstatement). See

also In re Phzer lnc. Secs. Litig., 936 F. Supp.zd 252, 268-69 (S.D.N.Y. 2013).

ln Phases l1-V1, Stenger, Jay Peak, and the respective lim ited partnership and general

partner were the makers of the false statements and omissions. Stenger, who was the principal of

the general partners for a1l five of those offerings, had ultim ate authority over the m isstatem ents

and omissions contained in the offering documents. See Section V above. Furthermore, in each

offering, Jay Peak, as well as the limited partnership and general partner, was responsible for

drafting and distributing the offering materials to investors. Exs. 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Therefore,

each is liable for the m isrepresentations and om issions in the offering documents.

In Biomedical Phase V11, Quiros, along with Stenger, Jay Peak, and the Phase V11

corporate entities, were the m akers'' of the m aterial m isstatements in the offering materials.

Quiros and Stenger were both principals of the Biomedical Phase Vll general partner, and both

#

S Stenger, Jay Peak, and the limited and general partners are directly liable for Rule 10b-5(b) violations
in Phases ll-V1l. As discussed below, Quiros and Q Resorts aided and abetted Rule 10b-5(b) violations in
those offerings. Quiros is also directly liable for the misrepresentations and omissions charged under
Rule 10b-5(b) in Biomedical Phase VI1, and liable for the misrepresentations and omissions in Phases l1-
V1 and for the fraudulent scheme in Phases 1-V1 as a control person.

9 Janus does not apply to Section l7(a)(2) of the Securities Act, which merely requires that a person use a
misstatement or ornission to obtain money or property, not make it. SE C v. Big Apple Consulting USA,

lnc., 783 F.3d 786, 795-98 (1 1th Cir. 2015),. SEC v. Monterosso, 756 F.3d 1326, 1334 (11th Cir. 2014).
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acknowledged they had ultimate authority over the misstatements and om issions contained in its

offering m aterials. See Section V above.

(ii) M ateriality

A false statem ent or omission must be m aterial for a Defendant to be liable for it. The test

for materiality is ûkwhether a reasonable m an would attach importance to the fact misrepresented or

omitted in determirling his course of action.'' SEC v. M erchant Capital, LL C, 483 F.3d 747, 766

(1 1th Cir. 2007) (citation omitted). Put another way, information is material if a reasonable investor

would consider it signiticant to making an investment decision. Basic v. Levinson, 485 U.S. 224,

230 (1988). A false statement or omission need not be outcome determinative for it to be

considered material; rather it simply must be siriticant to the investor's decision. SEC v. City of

Miami, 988 F. Supp. 2d 1343, 1357 (S.D. Fla. 2013) (ûûto be material, a fact need nOt be outcome-

determinative, that is, it need not be important enough that it would necessarily cause a reasonable

investor to change his investment decision'') (quoting SEC v. Meltzer, 440 F. Supp. 2(1 179, 190

(E.D.N.Y. 2006)).

Under this standard, the Defendants' false statements and om issions are clearly m atelial.

Almost a1l of the Defendants' misrepresentations and omissions concerned the use of investors'

funds. Clearly, any reasonable investor would want to know that a Defendant was not using his or

her money in the way the Defendant promised - to invest in and build a specitic project - but

instead for the Defendant's own tinancial gain. This is particularly true in an EB-5 offering, where

proper use of the investor's money on the promised project is crucial to creating the required

number ofjobs for an investor to obtain a permanent green card and achieve a rate of return.

Furtherm ore, the misuse of investors' m oney in each offering - and especially the

statements about FDA approval and revenues in Biom edical Phase VIl - diredly affected the

investors' potential protits. W ithout FDA approval, Biomedical's medical products could not be

manufactured or sold and, consequently, the project would have no revenue or income. Any

reasonable investor would want to know that a Defendant was lying about the use of his or her

money under those circumstances. U.S. v. Lochmiller, 521 Fed. Appx. 687, 691-92 (10th Cir.

April l 5, 2013) (upholding conspiracy to commit securities fraud ùonviction because, among

other things, Defendant made material misrepresentations when he told investors he would use

money for low-income housing but instead used it for personal gain).
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(iii) Scheme Liabilitv

A1l of the Defendants violated Sections 17(a)( 1) and (3) of the Securities Act, and

Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act and Rules 10b-5(a) and (c), by participating in a scheme to

defraud and engaging in a fraudulent course of conduct. As discussed above, to state a claim

based on conduct violating these provisions, the Commission must establish: (1) the Defendant

committed a deceptive or manipulative act; (2) in furtherance of the alleged scheme to defraud;

(3) with scienter (except as to Section 17(a)(3), which requires Only a showing of

negligence). Alstom, 406 F. Supp. 2d at 474. We already discussed above the seienter of

Stenger and Quiros (and therefore the corporate Defendants) in each offeling.

A Defendant engages in a fraudulent scheme in violation of Section 17(a)(1) and (3) and

Rule 10b-5(a) and (c) when he commits any manipulative or deceptive act or acts that are part of

a fraudulent or deceptive course of conduct, or are in furtherance of a scheme to defraud. Htfff

758 F. Supp. 2c1 at 1347-48. See also SEC v. Fraser, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 7038 at *23 (D.

Aliz. Jan. 28, 2010), quoting Cooper v. Pickett, 137 F.3d 616, 624 (9th Cir. 1997). The

Defendant lûmust have engaged in conduet that had the principal purpose and effect of creating a

false appearance of fact in furtherance of the schem e.'' Fraser, 2010 U .S. Dist. LEXIS 7038 at

The false statem ents and omissions described above alone provide a basis for schem e

liability under Sections 1 7(a)(1) and (3), and Rules 10b-5(a) and (c). Afhliated Ute Citizens of

Utah v. ULS. 406 U.S. 128, 153 (1 972) (liability under Rule 10b-5(a) and (c) established even

though the case was one ttinvolving primarily a failure to disclose'' to investorsl; Stoneridge lnv.

Partners, LLC v. Scientsc-Atlanta, Inc., 552 U.S. 148, 158-59 (2008) (defendants' ttdeceptive

acts'' and ticourse of conduct included both oral and written statem ents, such as the backdated

contracts'')
However, in this instance, the Defendants com mitted num erous deceptive and fraudulent

acts beyond making misrepresentations and omissions, which can also give rise to scheme

liability. SEC v. ULS. Envtl., Inc., 155 F.3d 107, 1 1 1-12 (2nd Cir. 1998) (tta primary violator is

one who participated in the f'raudulent scheme'l; SEC v. First Jersey Sec., lnc., 101 F.3d 1450,

1471-72 (2nd Cir. 1996) (scheme liability extends to those kiwho had knowledge of the fraud and

assisted in its perpetration''l; SEC v. f ee, 720 F. Supp. 2t1 305, 334 (S.D.N.Y. 2010).

Quiros committed numerous deceptive acts. He misappropriated more than $50 million
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of investor funds from Phases 1, 1l, and V1l as described above to purchase Jay Peak, to back his

personal line of credit, to pay income taxes, to buy a condominium, and to purchase Q Burke,

among other things. ln addition, he improperly used investor m oney to pay off, pay down, pay

interest on, and collateralize the four m argin loans, and regularly com mingled investor ftmds

between projects. These activities created shortfalls in numerous projects. A1l of these actions

were in violation of the use of funds documents and the lim ited partnership am eem ents in each

offering.

Quiros could not have accomplished his fraud without Stenger's involvement. Stenger

m ade the fraud possible by routinely transferring investor funds from the People's Bank accounts

to Quiros' control at Raymond James, enabling Quiros to carry out his fraudulent scheme.

Stenger tum ed a blind eye to the fraudulent conduct, and therefore perpetuated it, when he

dismissed the red tlags raised by the form er Jay Peak controller. Stenger him self comm ingled

funds between projects in the People's Bank accounts in violation of the limited partnership

agreem ents.

All of these actions constitute m anipulative or deceptive acts that are pal't of a fraudulent

or deceptive course of conduct, or are in furtherance of a scheme to defraud. As discussed

above, because Stenger and Quiros' actions can be imputed the general and limited

partnerships in each offering, as well as Jay Peak and, in Quiros' case, Q Resorts, those entities

along with Quiros and Stenger are liable for violaticms of Sections 17(a)(1) and (3) of the

Securities Act and Rules 10b-5(a) and (c).

(iv) Scienter

Courts have detined scienter as a state of m ind embracing intent to deceive, m anipulate or

defraud. Ernst (f Ernst v. Hochfelder, 425 U.S. 185, 193 (1976). The Commission may establish

scienter for violations of Sections l7(a)(1) of the Securities Act and Section 10(b) of the Exchange

Act by çta showing of knowing m isconduct or severe recklessness.'' M onterosso, 756 F.3d at 1335

(quoting SEC v. Carriba Air, Inc, 68l F.2d 1318, 1324 (1 1th Cir. 1982)).

As demonstrated above, Quiros and Stenger acted knowingly, or at a minimum

recklessly, while making the misrepresentations and omissions discussed above. Quiros was the

architect of the fraudulent schem e. He approved and decided what payments would be m ade and

to whom , and he m aneuvered a com plicated series of often circuitous transfers of investor funds

between various accounts. Quiros knew, or was severely reckless in not knowing, that he was
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using investor funds in

m aterials.

a manner that was inconsistent with the limited partnership offering

For example, M SSI expressly told him he would violate the terms of the Suites Phase l

and Hotel Phase 11 offering m aterials if he used investor funds to purchase Jay Peak. Yet he did

so anyway. See Section V1 above. Furthermore, Quiros reviewed and was aware of the Phase 11-

V1 offering materials, including the souree and use of funds documents that described

specitically how the Defendants would spend investor money. See Section V above. He knew it

was improper to use investor funds to collateralize, pay down and pay off m argin loans, yet did

so for years. Quiros also reviewed and approved Biomedical Phase Vll's offering materials

before they were distributed to investors. Therefore, Quiros knew, or was severely reckless in

not knowing, that those materials contained false statements about restrictions on the general

partner's authority, how Biomedical Phase VIl would use investor money, and about the FDA

approval process.

Stenger similarly engaged in knowing misconduct. As the sole member of the general

partners for the tirst six Jay Peak limited partnerships, Stenger knew the offering materials

contained statem ents about the general partner overseeing investor funds. At a m inim um , given

that knowledge, he acted extremely recklessly in abdicating control of the limited partnerships'

money accounts to Quiros. Moreover, Stenger reviewed and approved the offering materials for

all of the lim ited partnerships before they were distributed to investors, including the use of

funds section contained those materials. He therefore was, at a minimum, extremely reckless in

letting Quiros oversee investor money and either not knowing or turning a blind eye to how

Quiros was misusing investor funds. For example, the evidence shows Jay Peak's former

controller alerted him that that Hotel Phase 11 partnership funds were being improperly

comm ingled and used to fund constnzction cost overnms from  Suites Phase 1. Yet he did nothing

to stop this. See Section V1 above.

Stenger also knew , or was severely reckless in not knowing, that Biom edical Phase Vll's

offering m aterials contained m aterial misstatem ents and om issions. For example, Stenger knew

or was severely reckless in not knowing that those materials contained false statements regarding

the stat'us of the FDA approval process for Biomedical Phase Vll's medical devices. He knew

Biom edical Phase V11 was nowhere close to subm itting any product for FDA review and

approval, in contrast to the statements in the offering documents.
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The entity defendants also acted with scienter because Quiros' and/or Stenger's conduct

may be imputed to them. ln re Sunbeam Sec. Litig., 89 F. Supp. 2d 1326, 1340 (S.D. Fla. 1999)

(the scienter of corporate officers is properly imputed to the corporation).

(v) The ksln Connection W ith'' Requirement

Because the Defendants in Phases l-V1I made their misrepresentations and omissions or

participated in a fraudulent schem e in connection with in the offer, purchase, and sale of their

limited partnership interests, their acts meet the ûtin colmection with'' requirement of Section 10(b)

and Rule 10b-5. SEC v. Zandford, 535 U.S. 813, 8 19 (2002) (courts should intepret the ûûin

colmection with'' requirement broadly to effectuate the remedial purpose of the federal securities

lawsl; SEC v. Merkin, 2012 WL 5245561 *8 (S.D. Fla. Oct. 3, 2012) (the tûin connection with''

requirem ent is satistied if the SEC shows that the material misrepresentations were relayed to the

public in a way that a reasonable investor would rely On them) (citing SEC v. Texas Gz//fil//ylz/r

Co., 401 F.2d 833, 860-62 (2d Cir.1968)).

(vi) Interstate Commerce

The Defendants have been offering and selling securities using the means and

instrum entalities of interstate comm erce. They have attracted investors worldwide through Jay

Peak's website and have made use Of the telephone and emails in connection with the sale of the

various Jay Peak limited partnership interests. ln total, the Defendants have raised more than

$350 million from hundreds of investors worldwide, and they used wire transfers to receive

10 y 11 of the foregoing reasons, the Comm ission has established a prim a facieinvestor funds
. or a

case the defendants have violated and continue to violate Section 17(a) of the Securities Act and

Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 of the Exchange Act.

(vii) O Resorts and Quiros' Aidinx and AbettinM Violations

Q Resorts and Quiros aided and abetted violations of Section 1 0(b) and Rule 10b-5(b) in

connection with the offerings in Phases II-V1. To establish aiding and abetting liability, the

Commission must show: (1) a primary violation; (2) the aider and abettor provided tûsubstantial

assistance'' to the violator', and (3) the aider and abettor acted with scienter. SEC v. B1H Corp.,

2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 97821 (S.D. F1a., Aug. 31, 201 1). The scienter requirement can be

satisfied by extreme recklessness, which can be shown by ûtred tlags,'' tûsuspicious events

10 see 15 ti.s.c. jj 77b(a)(7), 78c(a)(17) (ttinterstate'' defined to include commerce and communications

between a state and a foreign country).
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creating reasons for doubt,'' or éûa danger . . . so obvious that the actor must have been aware of '

the danger of violations. SEC v. K. JZ Brown rt

2008).

Here, Quiros and Q Resorts aided and abetted the misrepresentations and omissions made

by Stenger, Jay Peak, and the general partner and lim ited partnerships in Phases l1-Vl, and

described in Section (i) above. That section demonstrates the primary violations of the

Defendants in question. Second, the facts above demonstrate Quiros' substantial role in the

violations. Quiros' actions of: misappropriating Phase l and 11 investor funds to buy Jay Peak;

misappropriating Phase V1I investor f'unds to back the line of credit, purchase Q Burke, pay

income taxes, and buy a condominium (among other thingsl; commingling investor funds; and

m isusing investor funds to collateralize and pay down, pay off, and pay interest on the m argin

loans, al1 had the effect of rendering false the Defendants' statem ents in the offering docum ents

about use of investor m oney and restrictions on the general partner's use of investor funds.

Thus, he played a substantial role in making the other Defendants' statements to investors false

and misleading.

As discussed in Section (iii) above, Quiros acted knowingly or extremely recklessly in al1

of his actions. Therefore, he satisfies the knowledge requirement for aiding and abetting, and the

Commission has demonstrated he aided and abetted the misrepresentations and omissions the

other Defendants made in Phases 11 through V1. Because Quiros acted through Q Resorts in a11

the financial transactions described above, Q Resorts also aided and abetted the other

Defendants' securities law violations.

(viii) Ouiros is Liable as a Control Person

To establish Quiros' liability as a control person under Section 20(a) of the Exchange

Act, the Commission must show: (i) a primary violation of the securities laws, and (ii) that

Quiros had écontrol' over the primary violator. Financial Acquisition Partners LP v. Blackwell,

440 F.3d 278, 288 (5th Cir. 2006). Section 20(a) requires only tûsome indirect means of

discipline or influence short of actual direction.'' Lane v. Page, 649 F. Supp.zd 1256, 1306

(D.N.M . 2009) (quoting Richardson v. Macarthur, 451 F.2d 35, 41 (10th Cir. 1971)).

ln the Eleventh Circuit, a Defendant is liable as a control person where the Defendant

dihad the power to control the general affairs of the entity primarily liable at the time the entity

violated the securities laws ... (andj had the requisite power to directly or indirectly control or
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influence the specific corporate policy which resulted in the prim ary liability.'' Brown v. The

Enstar Group, Inc., 84 F.3d 393, 397 (1 lth Cir.1996) (citation and quotation marks omitted).

The Eleventh Circuit has held that neither Section 20(a) nor the SEC regulation detining

Stcontrol'' as ûtthe possession, direct or indirect, of the power to direct or cause the direction of the

management and policies of a person,'' C.F.R. j 230.405 (1995), appears to require

participation in the wrongful transaction to establish liability. Brown, 84 F.3d at 397 n.5.

The evidence amply establishes that Quiros exercised, and continues to exercise, control

over each of the general padners and lim ited partnerships in Phases I-V1. Among other things,

Quiros is the sole owner, ofticer, and director of Q Resorts, which wholly owns Jay Peak.

Quiros is the Chairman of the Board of Jay Peak, which is the umbrella entity that is the project

sponsor for all of the projects, and manages and operates a11 of the completed

projects. Furthermore, Quiros had sole control over the Rapnond James accounts where Stenger

transferred each limited partnership's investor funds. Thus, Quiros controlled the tinances and

operations of each limited partnership, including how investor m oney ultimately was used.

C. The Defendants Are Likely to Continue to Violate the Securities Laws

To obtain a temporary restraining order, the Commission must: (1) make a prima facie

showing the Defendants have violated the securities laws; and (2) show a reasonable likelihood

of future violations. Calvo, 378 F.3d at 12l 6. The evidence above demonstrates the Defendants

violated the securities laws.

ln assessing whether there is a reasonable likelihood of future violations, courts look to

the following factors: (1) the egregiousness of the Defendants' actions', (2) the isolated or

recurrent nature of the infraction; (3) the degree of scienter involved; (4) the sincerity of a

Defendant's assurances against future violations; (5) the Defendant's recognition of the wrongful

nature of the conduct: and (6) likelihood of opportunities for future violations. Past illegal

conduct is highly suggestive of the likelihood of fm ure violations. 1d,. CFTC v. M atrix Trading

Group, Case No. 00-8880-C1V, 2002 WL 31936799 at *12 (S.D. Fla. Oct. 3, 2002).

ln this case, each of the factors set forth above weighs in favor of the Court entering a

temporary restraining order. First, the Defendants' conduct is egregious. They have

systematically misappropriated and misused $200 million - more than half of all investor money

they have raised - for a variety of improper purposes. ln particular, Quiros has absconded with

more than $Jp million in investor funds for his personal use, including buying a luxury
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condom inium , paying incom e taxes, and funding his purchases of other resorts. His looting of

investor money has caused the Phases V1 and V1l to run out of m oney, and endangered the

$500,000 investments of hundreds of potential victims. ln addition, Quiros and Stenger have

blatantly misrepresented how the projects were going to use investor funds, and have completely

misstated the status of the FDA approval process for Biom edical Phase V11. They continue to

omit disclosing that they are years away from obtaining FDA approval and developing the Phase

V11 products - without which the project will founder and fail. lt is hard to imagine more

egregious and brazen m isconduct.

Second, the conduct is far from isolated. It has been going on for m ore than eight years,

and involved seven separate offerings, more than $350 million dollars and more than 700

investors. M ore importantly, the Defendants' conduct is ongoing, as they are continuing to

solicit investm ents in Biom edical Phase V1I, using offering doeuments that contain material

misrepresentations and omissions. Moreover, Quiros and Stenger are continuing to solicit

investors in another EB-5 offering, Q Burke, and they are planning future EB-5 limited

partnership offerings.

Third, the Defendants have demonstrated a high dep-ee of scienter. From the outset,

Quirossconduct has demonstrated a determined, focused scheme to control and use investor

funds as he sees tit - including to purchase a ski resort and luxury ctmdominium for himself.

M oreover, Stenger abdicated his duties to m anage investor assets even after he learned that

Phase 1 and Phase 11 investor funds had been commingled and been alerted that Quiros might be

misusing investor funds. Fourth, as demonstrated by their investigative testim ony in this case,

Quiros and Stenger continue to deny any wrongdoing, and maintain they have money to tinish

Phases Vl and V1l in the face of overwhelm ing evidence to the contrary. Thus, tifth, they have

given no assurances against future misconduct.

Given that they want to raise at least another $400 million in future EB-5 projects - in

addition to what they are trying to raise in Q Burke and Biomedical Phase VlI - the Defendants

are in a position to re-offend if this Court does not imm ediately stop their activity by issuing a

temporary restraining order. Quiros and Stenger's past conduct and current position shows a

reasonable likelihood of future violations. Unless this Court restrains and enjoins them, they will

continue to defraud investors.
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X1l. RELIEF REOUESTED

The Com mission is requesting the following exparte relief:

A Temporary Restraining Order against Defendants Quiros, Stenger, Jay Peak, Q

Resorts, Stateside Phase V1, Jay Peak GP Services Stateside, Biom edical Phase V11, and AnC

Bio Vermont GP Services to prevent: (a) them from further violating Section 1 7(a) of the

Securities Act and Section l 0(b) and Rule 10b-5 of the Exehange Act; and (b) Quiros from

further violating Section 20(a) of the Exchange Act as a control person;

(2) A temporary conduct-based injunction against Quiros and Stenger prohibiting them from

participating in any EB-5 offering or sale, and from holding m anagement positions Or controlling

any enterprise that has issued or is issuing EB-5 securities;

(3) An Order Freezing the Assets of Defendants Quiros, Q Resorts, Stateside Phase VI,

Jay Peak GP Serdces Stateside, Bioluedical Phase V11, AnC Bio Vermont GP Services, and

Relief Defendants JCM, GSI, Northeast, and Q Burke;

(4) an Order Prohibiting Destruction of Documents against Defendants Quiros, Stenger, Jay

Peak, Q Resorts, Stateside Phase V1, Jay Peak GP Services Stateside, Biomedical Phase V1l, and

AnC Bio Venuont GP Services and Relief Defendants JCM, GSI, Northeast, and Q Burke; and

(5) An Order to Show Cause: why a preliminary injunction should not be granted against

Defendants Quiros, Stenger, Jay Peak, Q Resorts, Stateside Phase V1, Jay Peak GP Selwices

Stateside, Biomedical Phase V11, and AnC Bio Vermont GP Services to prevent: (a) them from

furthez violating Section 17(a) of the Seculities Act and Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 of the

Exchange Act; and (b) Quiros f'rom further violating Section 20(a) of the Exchange Act as a

control person; why a preliminary conduct-based injunction against Quiros and Stenger should

not be granted; why the asset freeze should not be continued against Defendants Quiros, Stenger,

Jay Peak, Q Resorts, Stateside Phase V1, Jay Peak GP Services Stateside, Biomedical Phase V1l,

and AnC Bio Vermont GP Services, and Relief Defendants JCM, GSI, Northeast, and Q Burke;

and why the order against destruction of records against Defendants Quiros, Stenger, Jay Peak, Q

Resorts, Stateside Phase VI, Jay Peak GP Selwices Stateside, Biomedical Phase V1l, and AnC

Bio Venuont GP Services and the Relief Defendants should not continue.

A . An Ex Parte Temporarv Restraininz Order is Necessarv

Based on the facts and legal arguments set forth above, the Cornmission has met its burden

of showing'. (1) there is prima facie evidence the Defendants are violating the securities laws; and
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there is a reasonable likelihood they will continue to violate the law unless the Court

immediately issues an ex parte temporary restraining order against Quiros, Stenger, Jay Peak, Q

Resorts, Stateside Phase V1, Jay Peak GP Services Stateside, Biom edical Phase V11, and AnC

Bio Vermont GP Serdces. As Our accompanying Certification Under Rule 65 as to why we are not

providing the Defendants notice explains in more detail, we have p'ave concerns the Defendants

will dissipate investor assets if we do. They have already misappropriated more than $50 million

for personal use, and misused more than $200 million of the money they have raised f'rom investors.

Given the overseas connections of both Quiros and Stenger, and the ongoing fraud both men are

committing, we ask the Court to enter the attached proposed order m anting this temporary

restraining order and entering the asset freeze without notice to the Defendants to prevent them f'rom

further pilfering investor funds. W e will immediately serve the Defendants with the pleadings and

orders, and the attached proposed order asks the Court to set a show cause hearing at which time the

Defendants can appear and argue why the Court should not enter a preliminary injunction and

further extend the asset freeze.

B. Temporary Conduct-Based lniunctions Azainst Ouiros and Stenaer Are Necessarv

ln addition to the temporal'y restraining order enjoining Defendants Quiros, Stenger, Jay

Peak, Q Resorts, Stateside Phase Vl, Jay Peak GP Selwices Stateside, Biomedical Phase V1l, and

AnC Bio Vermont GP Services from continuing to violate the anti-fraud provisions of the

securities laws, we also ask the Court to enter temporary conduct-based injunctions against Quiros

and Stenger that will prevent them  from participating in the issuance, offer or sale of any seculities

issued through the EB-5 Program and participating in the m anagem ent, administration, or

supervision otl or othem ise exercising any control over, any commercial enterplise or project that

has issued or is issuing any securities through the EB-5 prop am .. Entry of the temporary

restraining ordern while necessary, will not per se stop Quiros and Stenger from attempting to raise

funds from investors in the Q Burke and additional EB-5 offerings they want to ccmduct. The

additional layer of protection offered by the attached conduct-based restraining order will prevent

Quiros and Stenger from defrauding investors in those additional projects ms they have defrauded

investors in the Jay Peak offerings.

Based on the facts and legal arguments set forth above, the Commission has met its burden

of showing that the Court should enter temporary conduct-based injunctions against Quiros and

Stenger, prohibiting them from: (1) participating in the issuance, offer or sale of any securities
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issued through the EB-5 Immipant lnvestor Program (provided, however, that such injunction

would not prevent them from purchasing or selling securities for their own accountsl; and (2)

participating in the management, adm inistration, or supervision of, or othelw ise exercising any

control over, any commercial entelprise or project that has issued or is issuing any securities

through the EB-5 lmm igrant lnvestor program . Accordingly, the Comm ission requests pursuant

to Section 21(d)(5) of the Exchange Act, Section 305(b)(5) of the Sarbanes-oxley Act of 2002,

and the Court's equitable powers, that this Court enter the attached Order temporarily enjoining

Quiros and Stenger from participating in any EB-5 issuance, offering or sale and from holding

management positions or controlling any enterprise that has issued or is issuing EB-5 securities.

C. An Ex Parte Freeze of Assets Is Necessarv

Pursuant to their general equity powers, federal courts may order ancillary relief to

effectuate the purposes of the federal securities laws, both to preserve Defendants' assets and

ensure that wrongdoers do not protit from their unlawful conduct. See, e.g., Levi Strauss (:Q Co.

v. Sunrise Int'l Trading Co., 51 F.3d 982, 987 (11th Cir. 1995)*, SEC v. Solow, 682 F. Supp. 2d

1312, 1325 (S.D. Fla. 2010). An asset freeze is appropliate tûas a means of preselwing funds for

the equitable remedy of disgorgement.'' SEC v. ETS Payphones, Inc., 408 F.3d 727, 734 (1 1th

Cir. 2005).

W hen there are concerns that Defendants might dissipate assets or transfer or secret

assets beyond the jurisdiction of the District Court, this Court need only tind some basis for

inferring a violation of the federal seeurities laws to impose an asset freeze. SEC v. Un+und

SAL, 910 F.2d 1028, 1037 (2nd Cir. 1990),. SEC v. Comcoa, Ltd., 887 F. Supp. 1521, 1524 (S.D.

Fla. 1995)., SEC v. Aragon Capital Advisors, LLC, 07 C1V.919 FM, 201 1 WL 3278642 *6

(S.D.N.Y. July 26, 201 1). The Commission's ttburden for showing the amount of assets subject

to disgorgement (and, therefore available for freeze is light: a reasonable approximation of a

defendant's ill-gotten gains'' is all that is required. tlExactitude is not a requirem ent . . . .'' ETS

Payphones, 408 F.3d at 735 (citation and quotation omittedl; FT'C v. 1AB Marketing Associates,

LP, 746 F.3d 1228, 1234 (1 1th Cir. 2014). The Commission's burden to demonstrate the

potential for dissipation of funds is even lighter. FFC v. 1AB M arketing Associates, LP, 972 F.

Supp. 2d 1307, 1313 n.3 (S.D. Fla. 2013) (ût-l-here does not need to be evidence that assets will

likely be dissipated in order to impose an asset freeze'') (citing ETS Payphones, 408 F.3d at 734,

and SEC v. Lauer, 445 F. Supp. 2d 1362, 1367-70 (S.D. Fla. 2006)); SEC v. Gonzalez de
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Castilla, 145 F. Supp. 2d 402, 415 (S.D.N.Y. 2001) (ttthe SEC must demonstrate only .

concem that defendants will dissipate their assets . . . .'').

As demonstrated throughout this mem orandum, the Defendants have violated the

securities laws and are reasonably likely to continue to do so. Through these violations, the

Defendants - and Quiros in particular - have misappropriated and misused $200 million. The

evidence set forth above shows the Comm ission is likely to succeed in disgorging the amounts

the Defendants have misused and Quiros has misappropdated, as disgorgement is an equitable

remedy intended to prevent unjust enrichment. Monterosso, 756 F.3d at 1337. Therefore, a

freeze over the bank and other tinancial accounts, and any other assets they possess, of

Defendants Quiros, Q Resorts, Stateside Phase V1, Jay Peak GP Services Stateside, Biomedical

Phase VI1, and AnC Bio Vermont GP Services is necessary to preserve those funds for

disgorgem ent. The freeze will also prevent additional dissipation of assets and aid in the recovery

11
of funds for defrauded investors.

The Court's power to freeze assets extends to Relief Defendants. CFTC v. Walsh, 618

F.3d 21 8, 225 (2nd Cir. 20l 0),. CFFC v. International Berkshire Group Holdings, Inc., 2006 W L

3716390 *10 (S.D. Fla. Nov. 3, 2006). A Relief Defendant is a party not charged with

wrongdoing who nevertheless tspossesses illegally obtained profits but has no legitim ate claim to

them.'' Huff 758 F. Supp. 2d at 1362. To obtain a freeze of a Relief Defendant's assets, the

Commission ûûmust demonstrate only that (it) is likely ultimately to succeed in disgorging the

frozen f'unds.'' Walsh, 618 F.3d at 225.

Here, the Court should f'reeze the assets of Relief Defendants JCM, GSI, Northeast and Q

Burke, because they received proceeds from the Jay Peak limited partnership offerings that they

were not entitled to receive. They thus will likely be subject to a disgorgement order as well

because they lack any legitimate claim to the funds they received. Walsh, 6 1 8 F.3d at 226,. SEC v.

George, 426 F.3d 786, 798 (6th Cir. 2005). A contraly conclusicm tûwould allow almost any

defendant to circum vent the SEC'S power to recapture f'raud proceeds, by the simple procedure of

giving (assetsj to friends and relatives.'' SEC v. Cavanagh, l55 F.3d 129, 137 (2nd Cir. 1998).

The Commission need not trace a defendant's ill-gotten gains to assets currently possessed.

11 c ission is not requesting an asset freeze as to the tsrst five limited partnerships (along withThe omm

their general partners) and Jay Peak, the company that manages them. These projects are all f'ully
subscribcd and are now up and running businesses with employees and customers. The Commission

seeks to minimize as much as possible the potential impact of this action on those businesses.
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FFC v. Leshin, 719 F.3d 1227, 1234 (1 1th Cir. 2013) (tLA disgorgement order establishes a personal

liability, which the defendant must satisfy regardless whether he retains the proceeds of his

wrongdoinf') (citation and quotation omittedl; Lauer, 445 F. Supp. 2d at 1369 (ttdisgorgement is an

equitable obligation to retulm a sum  equal to the am ount wrongfully obtained, rather than a

requirement to replevy a specitic asset . . . .'') (citation and intemal quotation omitted). This is true

as to Relief Defendants also. CFFC v. Gresham, 2012 WL 1606037 *3 (N.D. Ga. May 7, 2012)

($tA11 individual may be a proper relief defendant even if she does not possess the actual ill-gotten

gains if she previously received benetits that were derived from another person's unlawful

conducf').

The recent Supreme Court decision of Luis v. United States, -  
S. Ct. , 2016 W L 1228690

(March 30, 2016), does not change this analysis., ln that case, the Supreme Court held that, in a

criminal case, the government could not freeze a defendant's assets uncolmected to her illegal

activity to the extent the defendant required those f'unds to pay for counsel. However, Luis was

vounded in a criminal defendant' s Sixth Amendment right to counsel - a right that does not apply

in civil cases. 1d. Furthermore, L uis also concemed a specitic forfeiture statute, whereas here,

controlling Eleventh Circuit case law makes clear that a1l of a Defendant's assets may be subjed to

a disgorgem ent order, and therefore to an asset freeze.

Accordingly, the Commission requests that this Court enter an Order panting an

immediate asset freeze over the assets of Defendants Quiros, Q Resorts, Stateside Phase Vl, Jay

Peak GP Services Stateside, Biomedical Phase Vl1, and AnC Bio Vermont GP Serdces, and Relief

Defendants JCM, GSI, Northeast and Q Burke.

D. An O rder Prohibitina Destruction of Records

An Order prohibiting the destruction of records is appropriate to prevcnt the destruction

of documents before this Court can adjudicate the Commission's claims, and to ensure that

whatever equitable relief might ultim ately be appropriate is available. Shiner, 268 F. Supp. 2(1 at

1345-46. Consequently, we ask that the Court order Defendants Quiros, Stenger, Jay Peak, Q

Resorts, Stateside Phase V1, Jay Peak GP Services Stateside, Biomedical Phase Vll, and AnC

Bio Venuont GP Senices and the Relief Defendants not to alter or destroy relevant documents.

XllI. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the Court should grant the Commission's Motion fOr

Tem porary Restraining Order and Other Emergency Relief and issue the accompanying
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proposed Order.

Respectfully subm itted,

April 12, 2016 By: s/Robert K. Levenson
Robert K. Levenson, Esq.

Senior Trial Counsel

Florida Bar No. 0089771

Direct Dial: (305) 982-6341
Email: levensonr@sec.Mov

-  z

By: e
Christopher E. M  1n, Esq.

Senior Trial Counsel

SD Fla. Bar No. A5500747

Direct Dial: (305) 982-6386
Email: martinc@sec.mov

Attorneys for Plaintiff
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COM M ISSION

801 Brickell Avenue, Suite 1 800

M iami, Florida 33131

Telephone: (305) 982-6300
Facsimile: (305) 536-4154
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